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CHAPTER I 

INDIAN FEDERATION 

The federal principle in the Indian constitution is 

clearly renected in the distribution of legislat~ve and 

financial powers among. the Union and the State. Governrnentse. 

Under the constitution, the distribution of legislative_ powers 

between Union and the States is in three categories viz. - . . . ~ . 

Union list, State ~st and concurrent list. The Union list 
. . . . 

enumerates 97 subject~ whic~ are. or national_importance. 

These important subjects i~clude, inter ali~, defence~ atomic 

energy, defence industries, foreign affairs, railway-s, 
- . . . 

currency, foreign exchange. The state list consists of 66 

items, more important of which are public order, police, 

administration or justice, education,medical and public 
. . 

health, agriculture etc. The concurrent list contains ~7 

items. These include criminal laws, labour disputes, social 

legislations, social security, economic and social planning 

etc. This list provides an in-built mechanism of cooperation 

between the Union and States, and covers subjects of common 

interest. In case of confiicts the policy adopted b)" the 

Central Government prevails over the policies of the units. 

The scheme of division or revenue is a combination of 

division or taxing powers and borrowing powers between the 

Union and the States. It is to be noted that resources which 
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are allowed to tbe Central Government are not meant exclusively 

tor the benet! t or the Central Government. In many cases they 

are also meant tor subs1d1s1ng centrally preferred and/or 

sponsored schemes to be executed by the States so as to ensure 

a reasonably possible un1form1t,r in public services. 

Most of the taxes having an 1Dter-state base have been 
. . . . . '. '.. . 

allocated to the Central Government. These include taxes on 
. . 

income (other_ than agricultural_ 1Dcome), corporation tax, 

custom duties, estate and succession duties on propert,y other 
. . . . 

than. agricultural land etc. Many ot the taxes allocated to . . .. -. . .. . 

· the State Governments have_ a local character e. g._ land revenue, 

tax on agricultural income, ~uccession and estate duties in 

respect_ ot . agricul tural_land,, sales taxes . and certain excises. 

It is noteworthy that not a single tax power is involved in . ' ' 

the concurrent list. The major consideration in this case 

seems to be the avoidance or the overlapping or the tax 

jurisdiction between the Central and State Governments as also 

the avoidance or unnecessary multiplicity in tax legislation 

in different states, Which tend to distort inter-state re

source flows. 

In a sense, fiscal federation is best realised in the 

Indian constitution. It provides the legislative powers and 

financial resources between the Union and the State Govern

ments in an elaborate manner~ The areas 1. friction are mini

mized and a great scope for financial cooperation is provided. 

The political harmony between the federal and Unit Governments 
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bas received caref'ul attention. Indian constitution is a good 

example or cooperative federalism existing by consent. 

Transfer of Financial Resources 

In an earlier section, it bas been .noted that the 

transfer of financial resources from the Union to States is 
. . . .. 

a basic feature of tederal_politr! _It is p~o~sed _to examine 

why .such federal transfer of resource~ .is made-: IJ1 :this res-· 

:pect, Prot. D.· T. Lakadawal.a ol?senes, •Tbe .fundamental aim of 

the Union-state .transfers is to ensure equalisa~ion ~f public 

sernces among different state especially _in soc~al. over}leads 

like health,. medicine and educ:tati~ll ~d t~ _ ~lll"ger extent_. 

also economic overheads like communications, irrigations and . . . . . 

power.•1 However, tbe major objectives of resource transfers 

!'rom Centre to States are (a) to reduce the vertical fiscal 

imbalance and (b) to equalise and promote levels or infr&oo 

structural development and services in the constituent units 

or the federation. 

The principle or fiscal equalisation adopted by the 

constitution logically indicates the pre-existence or both 

vertical and horizontal fiscal imbalance. or course, vertical 

and horizontal fiscal imbalances are attributable to certain 

provisions of the constitution as well as the changing socio-

1 D. T. Lakadawal.a, •centre State Financial Relations• 
(Key paper)1 Indian Economic Association, ~~th Annual Con
ference, 19721 p.V. 



~ 
economic conditions in the country. . Let us consider. vertical-· 

imbalance to begin with. 

The vertical fiscal imbalance means an excess JOf current 

expenditure over revenue at the states level and a current 

surplus at the Centre. The Indian constitution assigns more 

flexible and productive sources of revenue like income tax, 

corporation tax, union excise dut,y to the Union Government. . .· . . . . *. 
As against this, the limi~ed, inadequate and inelastic .sources 

are allocated to the States. This is done on grounds of · 

fiscal efficienc.y. At the same time important functions such 

as agriculture, education, m~dical care, public -~e~th, law 

and order assigned to states. These can be effectively ad-
. . . 

ministered, in a Yast country, according ~o the Sixth Finance 

Commission, _only by the State Governments, who are closer to 

th& people and more keenly alive to their problems and needs.2 

It is clear that State Governments are as signed important 

functions. Therefore it is desirable that State Governments 

should have adequate resources to discharge these important 

responsibUities. However, it is a tact that resources that 

are allocated to the States are not only inadequate but are 

also inelastic excepting to some extent sales tax. This 

peculiar situation in our federal economy is the result both 

ot political expediency and needs or economic integration or 
the whole economy. Consequently the major objectives or 

2 . The Report of tne Finance Commission, 1973, p.6. 

llill. ~f~'~ ~Q.Jw. w t f}l&t- ·l:o iMU>•IA.~ e.~~· c.-:~ ~ ~ ~a.oi.·'!ta-
o.f . i:.a.o< ~CIA- h..J "Y't\ ¢11.4. ~ -t, A.4AJ ~'VIlA 02.. ~a cJ.M J.: tl t~ d~ c:>.. ~}( '~ "" 

~~"'-\0'\1\~ ~fl. ~ J.;..+U)...alv.A.<l.. ,.::... I"".:::t..:a- .fe..J.Mcti. ~L'Yiet,..VC.O! • 

•· 

J 



resource transfers mentionad above assume greater significance~ 

Resource transfer sboul~ additionally aim at redressing.tbe 

disabilities or some of the federal units. 

Table 1.1 given below establishes the real nature. or 

vertical fiscal imbalance. The data in this table require some 

explanation. Tbe data relates to overall receipts ot Central 

Government i.e. receipts on both revenue and capital account. 

In the case of Cen~ral Government receipts, these include 

among other things, the total receipts from shareable ta~es 

collected by the .Central Government i.e. not only the Centre• s - .. 

share in shareable taxes but also shares ot these taxes which 

ultimately get transferred to the State Governments. This . -

approach is Justified because it show~ hov m1,1cb is collected 

by Central machinery and the extent to Which it can influence 
. . 

the state receipts. On the other side, the receipts or states 

have to depend on· the Centre for this transfer. In the case 

ot expenditure, the central figures are exclusive or loans and 

advances made and grants-in-aid because these do not in any way 

show the direct expenditure responsibility ot the Central 

Government. The data regarding the expenditure ot the State 

Governments includes both revenue and capital expenditure ot 

developmental and non-developmental nature. These 'figures 

· indicate relative functional responsibilities ot the State 

Governments. Moreover, arrangement or data in this manner 

reveals the in-built nature ot tbe fiscal imbalance in the 

Indian federation. 



Table 1.1 : Revenue and Capital Account or the Central and State Governments 

(Rs. in crores) 

------------------------.---------- ----- ------Central Government State Governments 
Year -~-~----~~--~--~-~---~----------~-- ~--~~.--~-----~-~~--~-~~·~--~~-Receipt Expend!- Imbalance 3 as ~ ~~ . ..Receipt Expend!. Imbalance· 7 as ~ 7 ;'" ~" ~ 

ture - ot 2 ;v· ture or 6 
1 2 ··3 lt LICA> ~ 6 . · 7 8 · - ~A --.. -..,. .. -... - .. .. .. -.. - .. .. --.. ----- .. - -- ·- .... -- -- .... -- -- .... ~- --- ....... --- ~ ~ 

1974-75' 11078.7 6885'.8 +lt-192.9 . 60.89 3i~ 5'278 863lt- --335'6 38.87 '.3·5" . 
1975'-76 14371.7 8698.1 +5'673.6 65'.23 3'"1·4- 6420 1045'7. -4o37 .38.~61 6.).• .g 

.. -~ - , 

1976-77 16035'.3 9337.1 +6698.3 71.74- 41·7 8289 11872 -35'83 3Q.l8 ;!;.J. -2. 
.. -

1977-78 17178.7 10197.9 +6980.8 68.4~ 5~·36 75'74 1335'8 -5'784- lt-3.30 fb•3b 

1978-79 20135'.0 11332. 5' +8772.5' 77.38 4-3·5 9132 15'778 -6646 lt2_.12 
- .. - - .. - -

------------------------------- -------------Notes : 

Source 

1. Receipts of the Centre includes States share from income tax, estate 
. duty and excise duty including additional duties of excise. . · 

2. Expenditure of the Centre is exclusive or loans and advances, ·grants- ·· 
in-aid to states and Union territories for development and non-develop. 

. ment purposes., 
3. Receipts or the States exclude resources· transferred from the Centre 

(shared taxes, grants-in-aid, loans from Central Government). 

: RBI Bulletins, December 1976; p.861t; November 19771 p.75'0; Septembel" 19781 
p.627; Septemner 1979, p.S72; August 1980, p •. 5'98; September 1980, p.647. 

0\. 
72.·7 
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The data from Table 1.1 clearly shows bow Central 

Government is placed in a strong fiscal position as against 

the un:fayourable fiscal· imbalance which the States have to 

race. On an average, the overall surplus o:f tbe Central 

Government is around 69.S per cent or its expenditure res

plnsibili ty whereas the states' :fiscal adver~i ty is or. the 

tune or 39. S2 per cent o~ tbe expenc1.iture requi:remen~s. 

The :fiscal imbalance in respect of the States can be 
. . . 

shown also by the ratio or Central transfers (tax revenue + 
. . . 

grant~:~ + loans) to ~he States• to~al expen~iture inclusive of 

both capital and revenue accounts. This directly depicts . . . . . 

the States dependence on ~be Central deyol~tion ~~ so directl~ 

reflects tha adverse nature o:f fiscal imbalance :for the States. 
·- - . ' .. · -

The data from Table 1.2 reveals the situation. · 

Table 1.2: Transfer of Resources 

(Rs. 1n crores) 
.._ -- ........ - .. ~ ...... _. - .. -- - ........ - - ._ -- .. -- ... ._ --
Period Total transfer 

from Centre to 
- - - - States 

19;1.;6 llt31 

19S6-61 2868 

1961-66 ,600 

1966-69 S347 

1969-'llt- 15'101 

Total expen- Ratio or transfer 
diture or to expenditure 

· the States - - -

3463 41.3 

4622 44.7 

11981 46.7 
11637 4S.9 

31766 47.S ..... ______ - .. -- --- ... --- ..... - ... -- ----- ........ 
Source : A. s. Nadkarni "S.a.~wa Witta Ayog', Artb Samvad 

(Marath1), April-June, 197?, Vo1.3,No.l, p.4. 



During the period 19~1-'6 the ratio of total transfers 

trom Central Government to States• total expenditure w&~ 41.3 

per cent.. It increased upto 47.~ per cent during the period 
- -

1969-74 •. During the per1Qd or -~911 .. ,6 to 1969-74, the average 

degree of de~JE~ndence of States on._ Go~ernment _of' _India resources 

wa~ 4~ per ce:nt of' their expenditure. This conclusively shows 
• •• •• • -- • ' •• • • • # ' 

that ·states have been constantly dependent on the Cent~e witb 

whom r~sourc~s are centralis~d~3_: Ine~it~bly transfer or re~ 
• ' i . . 

solll'ces from Centre to States bee.omes im~erative to en~ble 

the St'ates to carry out the functions assigned to them. 
' . . ' - ' 

Horizntal federal fiscal imbal~~ce refers ·to a fiscal 
-. -. 

situat:ion or ,indiyidu~ cons_tituent States of a feder~tion 

where :the extent of non-corresp~ndence between the States' own 

revenues and expenditures varies from State t.o State owing to 
. - -

ditf'erences_in their fiscal capacity, level or economic deve

lopment etc.' The other important reason for federal resourc~ 

transfer derives· from regi()nal economic (fiscal) disparities. 

The problem of uneven fiscal potentials or the State Govern

ments is familiar. Some states are relatively more endowed 
' ' . 

with natural resources than others. Consequently tbe rates 

of growth in different States ar• different. Naturally some 

states lag bebin~ ~he others, particularly in the development 

ot·public services. These disparities can roughly be adjudged 

in terms or per capita incomes which ditfer significantly trom 

3 ·cf. I. s. Oulatil Refer to his "Centre-State Financ1a1 
Relations", The M.s.un varsity F.conomic Series, No.6, Baroda, 
1979, p.l7. . 
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State to State. Consequently transfer of resources trom the 

Centre to States becomes necessar.r to ensure balanced regional 

development on which ultimately binges the stability of the·" 

federal structure. This kind or resource transfer necessarily 

involves some transfers at the cost or more developed States. 

Channels of Transfer or Resources 

In this secti()n,_ it is now proposfXi_ to examine the· 
.. 

mechanism by which certain kinds or Central revenues are trans-

ferred to the States. The constitutional provisions regarding 
-. -.- . 

the process or resource transfers are given belov; 

1. Finance Commission 

We have already established the fact that there bas always 

been a fiscal imbalance both at the Central and State level in . . - . ' 

the Indian federation. We have also pointed out that the emer

gence or fiscal imbalance is attributable not only to the 

differences in fiscal capacities or the States but is more 

importantly attributable to the constitutional provisions re

garding the division of functions and financial powers between 

the Centre and State Governments. As we know the constitution 

bas provided more elastic financial resources to the Central 

Governmen~ while states have been given most or the.growing 

functions. However, the constitution - makers in India have 

been quite aware of this fiscal imbalance and therefore they 

made a number or constitutional provisions to ensure a regular 

transfer or resources trQW the Centre to the States. The 
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Finance Commission deals with the mo~e important constitutional 

provisions related to transfer of revenue Which are enumerated 

below. 

Article 280 or the Constitution requires the President 

of Indian Union to constitute the Fi~ance Commission at least 

once in every five years. The recommendatory functions of the 
- . 

Finance Commission are laid down under clauses ot 3 or Article 

280 or the Constitution which are as followsz 

1) The distribution between the Union and the States or 
- - . 

the net proceeds or t~es _which are to _be or ~~ be d1 vided 

between them and allocation between the States of the respec-
- ',.. -. 

tive shares of such proceeds; 

2) The principles which would govern the grants-in-aid 
. . . - .. 

ot the revenue of the States out or the Consolidated Fund of 

India; and 

3) Any other matter, referred to the Commission by the 

President or India in the interests of establishment or sound 

financial system. 

Tha other important fiscal provisions of the constitu

tion regarding sharing of taxes and other ways or transferring 
. . 

resources under the jurisdiction of Finance Commission are 

briefly explained below: 

1) Article 262 

Under Article 269 are included seven taxes. 

i) d~ties in respect or succession to property 

other than agricultural land; 
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ii) estate duty in respect of property other than 

agricultural land; 

iii) terminal taxes on goods or passengers carried by 

railway, air, sea; 

1v) taxes on railway fares and freights; 

v) taxes other than stamp duties on transaction in 

stock exchanges and tutur~ mar_ket~; __ 

vi) taxes on the sale and purchase of newspaper$ and 

on adv~rtise?Jents _published therein~ 

vii) taxes OJ! the sale or purchase of goods __ o.th~r than 

newspapers, wh~re ~!Hl~b _s~~ C?r p~c~_ase _taxes pl~ce _in ~he · 

course or inter-state trade or commerce. Ot these seven taxes 
. - -

coming under Article 269, o~y two i.e. (1~) anc1 (iv) _have bee_n 

actually imposed by _t~e. ~ent~al G_overnment. The tax on railway 

fares and freights repealed and merged w1 th the basic fares in 

1961. As ra11VQJ is tbe Central subject, the proceeds from 

railway fares and freights are not shareable with the States. 

This resulted in a revenue loss to the States which the Central 

Government decided to offset by giving compensatory grants in 
• 

lieu of taxes on railway passenger and freights. The Finance 

Commission has to make recommendations regarding the inter

State distribution or grants in lieu of taxes on railway tares 

and freights and revenue from estate dut,y. 

The inter-state distribution of net proceeds of estate 

duty is recommended by Second Finance Commission on the follow

ing principles: 
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a) the net distributable proceeds are first apportioned 

between movable and immovable property. 

b) the amount apportioned to immovable property is then 

distributed in proportion to the gross value of such propert.y 

located in each and brought into assessment in each State. 

c) the amount apportioned to movable property is dis

tributed on a population basis. 

In the case or distribution of grants in lieu of taxes 
. . - . 

on ra1lw~ fares and freights upto sixth plan, the principle 
. . . . 

of compensation and route milage was used. The Sixth Finance 

Commission made slight c~ange.s and ~ocated States • share on 

guagewise route lengths or railways and passenger earnings for 

each zonal railw~. The Seventh Finance Commission adopted 
- . . ~ -

proportion or non-suburban passenger earnings from traffic 

originating in each state to the total earnings in all the 

States as the basis tor the inter-State distribution of this 

grant. 

2) Article 270 

As per the provision or Article 270 or the Constitu

tion, tax on income other than agricUltural income is to be 
e.... 

l~vied and collected by the Central Government but the net 

proceeds from this are to be compulsorily shared with the 

States. Here again the quantum of the States' share and its 

inter-state distribution is to be determined on tbe basis or 

principles derived by the Finance Commission. 
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3) Article 2Z2 

This Article provides tor taXes which are lavied and 

collected by the Central Government, but which may be shared 

with the State Governments. The taxes coming under this 

Article are Union excise duties other than such duties or excise 

on medicinal and toilet preparation. This Article simply makes 

permissive provision with regard to sharing of these duties. 
- - .. 

Parliament bas been empowered to exercise discretion to make 

law providing tor their sharing . as well as laying down the 

principles _or distribution. It is to be noted that ~he P arlia.-
-. . . . -. . . . . 

ment has acted in a positive man~er. by 11s1:ng -~his Arti~~e _to make 

Government or India aliare the r~ve_nue from ex_cise duties w1 th 

the States according to the recommendations of the Finance 
- . . . 

Commission. 

It) Article 27~ 

Grants-in-aid or the revenue ot the State Governments 

to be made by the Central_ Government derive their validit,y from 

Article 27~ ot the constitution. These grants need not be 

given to all the states and not be necessarUy ot the same 

amount in the case or the States receiving the grants. They 

are to be paid out of the Consolidated Fund of India. The 

basic condition which a state must fulfil to get grants-in-aid 

is that in Parliament• s opinion on the basis of Finance 

Commission's recommendation it should be in need of the Central 

assistance. These grants are known as statutory grants. A 
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Finance Commission is required to assess the budgetar.y needs 

in view or the tiscal efforts of the States and recommend the 

principles which will govern the grants-in-aid of revenue to 

the States. It carmot be disputed that the constitution it

self makes the reference to the need criterion to determine the 

grants-in-aid. However! the constitution does n?t specif7 the 

purposes for which the grants-:-1n-a1d CeJ). be made •.. , Under Article 

280(3)(b} of the constitution, it becomes the responsibilit7 . . . . . . . 

or the Finance Commission to recommend to the Parliament the 
. . .. 

princip~es which _sbo~d govern. th~ g~ants-~n:-_aid. ot _the re

venues ot the states. I_t _i~ _however, ~ecElss~ to _X:ealise _that 

the Finance Commission assesses only the non-plan need elements 
. . . -. 

as r~tlecte~ by the gap be~~e~n the normally growing committeal · 

non-plan expenditure on revenue account on the one hand and the 
-- -. . . 

anticipated revenue _~ec~ipts at the existing r,te~ of taxation 

and receipts accruing to a State from tax sharing on the other. 

It is clear that the resource transfers in the ror11 of 

tax sharing and grants-in-aid under Article 275' are the major 

types of resource transfers to be recommended by the Finance 
. . . 

Commission. More particularly, the Finance Commission re. 

commends the principles on which receipts from shareable taxes 

wholl7 or partly are to be transferred to the States and then 

distributed among them as also the principles on which grants

in-aid under 275' are to be made. 

In 195'7, additional duties of excise on mill-made 
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textiles, sugar and tobacco were imposed replacing the states 

sales tax on these commodities. According to an agreement 

between the States and Central Government, the net proceeds or 

additional duties or excise are to be distributed among the 

States on the basis of recommendations made by the Finance 

Commission. 

2. Planning Commission 

E"fenthough planning as a subject falls under the con

current list or ~be Constit~tion, there is no specific provi

sion for the es~ablishment_ of th~ P~anning_ Commission •.. How

ever, the Central Government by a Cabinet resolution approved 
. - . 

by the Parliament constituted the Planning Commission in 195'0. 

It is entrusted w1 tb the responsib111 ty of formulating the 
. .. . . - . . . -. -· . . .... 

plan for the entire economy, assess the available resources 
. . . . . . 

and allocate them in accordance with the priorities of the 

plan. One of the important f'unotions of' the Planning Commi-
. . 

ssion is to recommend the distribution of' plan grants and 

loans to different States. The Planning Commission grants are 

made under the provisions of Article 282 of the Constitution • 

. This Article empowers the Central Government as well as State 

Governme~ts to give grants tor certain public purposes. This 

Article can be used for transfer in the form of grants from 

the States to the Central Government. However, the reverse 

now has never taken place since the Constitution came into 

force after independence. The extensive use of this. Article 
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by the Government for making plan grants to the States is one 

or the important and significant pbenoa:ena in fiscal d'fairs 

or the Indian Federation. This is easUy corroborated by the 

fact that on an. average nearly 3~ per cent or the total trans

tars from the Centre to the States during 19~-7~ period are 

accounted tor by the Planning Commission, these transfers be

ing even greater_ than_ the transte~s made by the Finance Commi

ssion (31.~ per cent).~ In the subsequent period tbis tendenc7 

bas become more pronounced as is reflected in the Fifth Plan 

(197~79) transfet where ~1 per cent or the total transfer are 

made by the Planning Commission.~ 
In otherwords, a non-constitutional bod7 like Planning 

Commission has assumed an important role in Central transfers 

to the States. 

3. Discretionarr Transfers 

The Central Governllent is authorised to give loans to 

the State Governments under Article 293 or the Constitution. 

This Article confers on State Governments the power to borrow 

within the territoiY in India on the security or their Con

solidated Funds and guarantees with such limits as m~ be tixed 

~ Tbe Re,ort ot the Finance CoMmission, 1973, p.6, the 
following data about toal transfers or revenue from Centre to 
States during 19~1-74 period ~gencywise are given: 

1) The Finance Commission - Bs.l00~3 ( 31.~%) 
2) The Planning Commission - Rs.lll09 (34.9%) 

~ The Report or the Finance Co~mission, 1978, Appendix 
IV 1 (i11) 1 p.217. 
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by the Legislature. Simultaneously this Article empowers the 

Central Governme~t to give loans to the States or to stand 

surety for the loans raised by ·the states. This Article ex

plicitly states that the States in Indian Federation cannot 

borrow from outside the country. 

The loans provided by the Central Government to the States 

under this Artic~e have been consistently increasing and have 

been made for purposes like expend! ture on ·.the national eale.

mities, improvement or police force, developm~ntal works and 

schemes, ~ducatio~, ~edic1na1 aid, health etc. _It_is under 

this Article only tb~t the Cent:rat Government m~es it possible 

for the State Governments to avail of loans in foreign currency. 
. . . " ·~ 

Apart from grants made by the Central Government with 
- - . 

the recommendations of Finance Commission and Planning Commi

ssion under provision of Article 27'5 and 282 respectively, 

there is one more categor.y of resource transfers Whidb includes 

discretionary grants and loans which are made by Yarious 

Central ministries to State Governments for specific non-plan 

purposes. Most of the time they are reimbursement of expendi

ture already incurred by the State Governments. The objective 

of these discretionary grants and loans appears to be to 

assist the State Governments in specific areas of public ex

penditure outside the plan. It is exactly for this reason 

that these discretionary grants and loans are outside the 

scope ot the Finance Commission as well as Planning Commission. 
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This study conce~trates mainly on the issues involved in 

the sharing of income tax and union excise duties. The sharing 

of other taxes, viz. estate duty and taxes on raUw~ fares and 

freights i.e. Article 269 taxes is not taken up for the follow

ing reasons. Firstly, the contribution of these two taxes to 

the total quantum of transferred resources in the form of 

shared taxes is insignificant which is evident from the dat~ . . -. 

in Table 1._3. Moreover~ tax o~ r_aU~q passenger fares and 

freights !as .abolished in 1961, and even the contribution ot 

the grants-in-aid ·in l.ieu of this tax to the total transferred 
. - . 

tax revenue has been both inelastic and insignificant. This -
. . . . ., . - -

was inevitable because the amount of grants in lieu of this tax 
- .-

was determined according to the compensation principle for which 

the then income !rom. th1~ tax was considered as the basis. 

Further more there is no possibilit,- of reimposition or these 
- . . 

taxes as pointed out by the Fifth Finance Commission Report.6 

The Fifth Finance Commission agreed w1 th the Third and Fourth 

Finance Commissions and considered that the principle of dis

tribution should be such that the States were generally in tbe 

same position in this matter as they were before the repeal of 

the Act. Finally, income tax bas been for a long time the most 

important direct tax though lately Corporation tax is usurp. 

ing i+.s place, and the excise duties are the most important 

indirect tax which are shared w1 tb the States b;y the Central 

6 The Report of the Finance Commission, 1969, p. 7~~ 



Table 1,3 : Composition ot Revenue from Shared Taxes 

(Rs, in crores) 

------------------------ ~-------------- ------Period Total 
revenue 
or shar .. 
ed taxes 
trans
ferred 

Income tax 
revenue 
transferred 
~-.. -.----..-----~-Abso
lute , 
amount 

% to 
the 
total 
revenue 
trans• 
rerred · 

Excise duty 
revenue 
transferred • 

--...--·---------Abso- % to 
lute the 
amount total 

revenue 
trans. 
ferred 

Estate duty 
revenue 
transferred 

. Total or rail;;;. 
way passenger 
grants revenue 

- transferred 
.................... _... .... 

-----·...----------Abso- ~ to 
lute· the 

· amount total 
revenue 
trans .. 

.A.bso- % to 
lute the 
amount total 

!erred - ·· - ·· -

revenlle 
trans

·ferred··- -. --- .. ---- ~---- ~- ~ ~ ~-- ~---- --- ~--- ~-- --~-------------

195'1-5'6 3~ 278 80,81 64- 18.60 2 o.;a - -.. 

195'6-61 668 37'S 5'6.13 281 4-2,06 12 1.79 ... -
1961-66 1196 ,,, 4-6.4-o 61') 5'1.4-2 26 2.17 63 '),26 

.. 

1966-69 1282 5'01 39.5'5' 75'7 5'9.o4 18 1.4-o 49 3.79 

1969-'llt 45'62 2138 46.86 2385' ')2.27 39 o.a; 81 1.77 

1974-79 8337 3310 39.70 4979 '59.72 <48 o.;1 49 0.5'8 

------------------- -----------.----------- -~---• Includes additional duties or excise • 

Source : The Report of the Finance Commission, ,1978; Appendix IV I (11), p.174. 

.... 
'\0 
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Government. The examination or these taxes naturally makes 

the analysis representative in theoretical sense also because 

it covers both direct and indirect taxes and accounts almost 

for more than 99 per cent ot the transferred tax reTenue. 

In this study, we are mainly interested in revenue account 

transfers which come under the scope or Article 280 or the 

Constitution and are mainly related to sharing of taxes. As 

such resource transfers in· the form or loans are excluded from 

this study because they relate to the capital account. The 

Finance Comm~ssion has no authority to make recommendations in 

this respect, except i~ a limited way when_t~e Pr~sident as~s 

a Commission to consider the problem of non-plan capital gap of 
. . . 

States. As for the grants under Article 27; of the Constitu

tion, they have become relatively less significant because of 

the growing importance or plan grants. Moreover" their signi

ficance in the transfer recommended by the Finance Commission 

ls also not very important as 1 t reflected in the fact that in 

the First Five Year Plan, out or total transfers Rs. 44-7 crores 

only Rs. 27 crores were in the form or grants. Similarly in 
. . 

the Fifth Five Year Plan, out of the Rs. 11168 erores trans

ferred by the Finance Commission only Rs. 2740 crores were in 

the form of grants. It is also to be noted that in Indian 

Federal Finance grants have three different channels and three . . 

different controls, therefore, they are excluded from study. 



CHAPTER II 

SHARING OF INCOME TAX; 

The Central Government is bound by Article 270 ot the 

Indian Constitution to share the net revenue from the Income 

Tax with the State Governments. Article reads as follows:· 

1) Taxes on income other than agricultural income shall 

be levied and collected by the Government ot India and dis

tributed between ~he Union and the States in the manner pro

vided in clause (2). 

2) Such percentage, as may be prescribed ot the net 

proceeds in any tinanc~al year ot any such tax, . except in so 

far as those proceeds represent proceeds attributable to Union 
···,·· ·~ 

territories or to taxes p~able in respect or Union ameB&meats 

shall not ror11 part or the Consolidated Fund or India but shall 

be assigned to the States Within which that tax is leviable in 

that year and shall be distributed among these states in such 

a manner and from such time as may be preacribed. 

3) For the purpose ot clause (2), in each financial yea:r 

such percentage as 11~ be prescribed ot so much of the net 

proceeds ot taxes on income as does not represent tbe net 

proceeds or taxes PaTable in respect or Union emoluments shall 

be deemed to represent proceeds attributable to Union terri

tories. 

21 
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It) In this Article -

a) • taxes on income" does not include a corporation 

tax. 

b) •prescribed• means -

1) Until a Finance Commission bas been constituted, 

prescribed by the President by order and 

11) After a Commission bas been constituted prescrib-. . 

ed by the President by_order,_~ter considering the recommenda

tions of ~he Finance Co!DIDission; ... 

c) "Union-emoluments• includes all emoluments and . - - - . - . ~ -· 

pensions p&Jable_~~t o~_the ~ons~l~da~d Fund ot India in res

pect of wb_icb inco111_e tax is charge~bl~. ~. 
A . caretul. ~eading '?f t~e above provisions highlights the 

foll~ng points •.. _First, . the revenue fro11 _the inC?ome tax only 

on non-agricultural income is shareable because agriculture . - . 

is state's subJect. Second, ~he s~aring by States in the 
• revenue of in~ome tax_is compulsory and not at the discretion 

of the Centre. Third, the revenue from income tax according 
. . . 

to the present proYision of the constitution means revenue net 

of the cost of collection and also excludes union emoluments, 

share attributable to union territories and revenue from cor

poration tax. Before the amendment of Income Tax Act 19~9, 

the divisible pool of income tax included net proceeds from 

basic income tax both on ind1 'Yiduals and companies but excluded 

1 The Constitution of India (As modified upto l~tb 
January 1980) 1 pp. 16~16S. 
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revenue trom income tax on union emoluments and super tax on 

Compan7 incomes -which was known as Corporation tax.2 Fourth, 

this Article clearly.indicates Finance Commission as the 

agen07 to recommend the sharing of proceeds trom income tax 

between Centre and the States. Before the adoption ot the 

Constitution in 19;0, the sharin~ or income ~ax w~ governed 

~7 the· ~rovisions _or_ Govern~ent_ ot India Act, 193;~ _ For the 

purpose, G~vernment o~. I_n~i~ &PP?_inted peri_oclical,_ co11mi ~t-~es. 

The reports of' these committees_ are ~own as_Neimeyer Award 

and Deshmukh Awards. This arrangement was later substituted 

by Finance Commission. 

A. Sharinra between Centre and States 

In_ the. ~baring C?f' revenue from eny tax between. the Central 

and State Governments, the first and foremost question that 

comes up is to determine as to how much is to be transferred 

to the States an~ why? The answer to this question as given 

by the Constitutional provisions is ver,y vague. Our Constitu

tion does not specify the rules or proportion on the basis or 

which the proceeds ot income tax may be shared w1 th the states. 

The Finance Commission is to recommend Statest shar.e. The 

Constitution provides that tha net revenue from income tax is 

to be shared with the States as per the recommendations ot the . . 

Finance Commission. The Seven Finance Commissions so tar 

2 J. N. Sharma, The Union and the States • A. Study in 
Fiscal Federation, 19741 pp. 73-74. 



appointed, have recommended increasing percentage share to the 

States Which is evident from Table 2.1. 

Table 2,1 : Percentage Share or the Central and the States 
Governments in Divisible Pool or Income Tax 

-----~~--~~--~~--~~~--~~-~~--~-Percentage Share 
Commission 

.............. ......._ _____ .._.. __ ....._. ..... _. .. ____ 
. central .. Govt • State Govt • ........ -............. ----- ......................... _____ ._. 

1st Finance Commission 

2nd Finance Commission 

3rd Finance Comm.1s"sion 

4th Finance Commission 

~th Fin~ce Commission 

6th Finance Commission 

7th Finance Commission 

~S' 

40 

33113 

2S 
2S 

20 

lS 

~s 

60 

66 2/3 

7S 
7S 
a·o 
85' 

- ~ ~ -- ~ ~ -- ~ --~ ---- ~ ~ -- ----~ - ~ -~ -
However, a critical examination of the Finance Commi

ssion• s reports as well as tbe Memoranda submitted by the 

State Governments indicate that the following consideration 

guided the Finance Commissions to recommend the increasing 

percentage share or the shareable pool of the State Govern. 

ments •. 

First, prior to 195'9, the shareable pool of income tax 

revenue, included re~enue from ~orporation tax also, but by 

amendment or the Income Tax Act, the entire revenue from 

Corporation Tax was made non-shareable and was made available 



exclusively to the Central Government. This reduced the size of 

the shareable pool and naturally the States emphatically asked 

for a higher percentage or smaller pool to maintain their posi

tion. The effect of exclusion of Corporation tax trom share

able pool is clearly seen from Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 : The Position of Corporation Tax 

Year 

--- .. - ..... 
1960-61 

1965'-66 

1969-70 

1974-77 

1976-77 

1977-78 

1978-79 

1979-80 (B.E.) 

1979-80 (R.E.) 

1980-81 (B.E.) 

(Rs. in crores) 

Total Receipts Revenue Account .,. ........ ~---·-------.-~------·--·---.. --
Income -Tax Corporation Tax --

167.0 lll.O .. 
2?2.0 305'.0 

4!.-8.7 373.»+ 

874.4- 709S .. 

ll9lt-.lt- 984.2 
- . 

1002.0 1220.8 

1177.4 125)..7 

1247.1 1;29.7 

1320.0 1380.0 

llt-76.0 151;.o 

Source z RBI, Report on Currencr and-Finance, 1971-72, p.5'88; 
197~75', p. 100; 1979-80• p.1o4. 

It is clear from the above table that had the whole or 

the corporation tax remained a part or the shareable pool, the 
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states would have received a much larger quantum of income tax 

revenue than what they have received so tar after the exclusion 

or the corporation tax from the shareable pool. 

Second, Article 271 of the Constitution empowers the 

Central Government to levy a surcharge on revenue from income 

tax which shall be exclusively. used for the national purposes . . . . . . 

at any time, 3 However,_ the -~urc":larges have b~come a permanent 

feature or the income tax system. It is again commonsense 
. . ~ .. . - . . .. 

that a surcharge of permanent nature should become shareable 
• • r • • ~ 

with the States. In the a~senc~ o~ this.the S~~~es_naturally 

reel tha~ they are not get~ing a p~~-C?f_this rev~nue w.hic~ 

should form a part or the shareable pool, Table .2.3 bigbligbts 

this ,Point, 

,I able 2, 3 t Revenue from Surcharge 

(Rs. in crores)· -.. --- .... - .. --.., - ._. -.. - .... .- .... -- .... ---.. -._ --
Finance Commission 

~~~~-~-~~~--~~-~-~~---.. ~~~-~-
1· 2 3 4 ~ 6-------------------,.. ............. _____ ............. . 

Receipts from sur
charge on 1nco~aa tax 26 28 134- 299 

- _. --...... - .., - --- -_. -- ~ ~ -.. -- .. -. --..._ .. .- ... ---
Source : Government of Karnatakal Memoranda submitted to 

Seventh Finance Commiss on, 1978, p, 17. · 

3 1'he Constitution ot India (As modified upto the l'th 
Januar.y, 1980), p, 16~. . 
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From the above discussion, it becomes clear that above 

considerations emerging from the view points ot the State 

Governments persuaded the Finance Commissions to increase the 

shue or the States in reYenue from the income tax. However, 

these view points cannot be taken as objective criteria to 

enhance the share of the States. The Constitution also does 

not provide.for obJective c~itaria as stated earlier. Naturally 

it becomes very necessary to know _in depth_ t~e __ considerations 

which might have guided the Finance Commissions to determine 
. . 

the share or the States as against the Central Government. . . . . . .. 

The First Finance Commission took into consideration the 

demand or the majori~y states to ~ncrease_ their _share in the_ 

divisible pool or the income tax revenue and conceded that some 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

increas~ in share assignable to the States is 3ustitied.~ _This 

po~ition ot_the First Finance Commission was based on two con

siderations. First, the need tor reducing the emphasis on the . . . . 

role of income tax as_ a balancing devolut1ona17 measure, be

cause the Finance Commission felt that an increase in the 

States' ahare or this tax should not be used as a major factor 

in the devolution of further revenues to the States. Second, 

unanimity ot demand of the States for an increase in the share 

from the divisible pool of revenue of income tax. The Second 

Finance Commission also Justifies the increased share for the 

States on the grounds or unanimous desire of.the States tor 

the sue.S' The Tbird Finance Commission wade a very typical 

4 The Report or the Finance Commission, 19S'2, p. 71. 

S' The Report of the Finance Commission, 19S'7, p. 39. 
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statement regardin$ the basic principle .on which sharing ot the 

divisible pool ot income tax revenue between Gentral Government 

and State Governments should be decided~ In the opinion ot the 

Third Finance Commission, the d~vision ot the pool· between the 

Centre and the States should hawe some relations to the res

ponsibility tor· levy and efficient co~ection ot the tax. I~ 

would mean th~t· the Centre b.ein' respons~ble it f1ll.ou1d get some 
. . . 

share .in the yield of the. tax t~ mai~tain effici~ncy ~n levying 

and collection of the tax.6 However, the same Commission also 
. ,. . 

agreed to ~ncrease the s~are of .tlle. State Go'Vernments from 60 .. 

per cent to 66 2/3 per cent main:t:r on the basis or the clamour . . . . 
or the hi~ber share made by the States in an unanimous manner. 7 ·. 

. - - ·-·· 

~e Fourth and Fi~th Finance Commissions broadlr adhered to the 

view po~nt e~pressed by the Third Finance Commission to justify 

some increase in the shares ot the State Governments in the 

divisible pool or income tax revenue.8 Similarly the Sixth 

Finance Commission also agreed w1 th the view or the Third 

Finance Commission that the CentraL Government Which is res

ponsible tor levy and collection or income tax shoUld continue 

to have a significant share in it, 9 which by implication 

suggest that the increased share to the States is penissible 

6 The I_teport or the Finance Commission, 19611 p. 17. 
7 Ibid. 

8 The Report of the Finance Commission, 19691 pp. 2;.26. 
The Report ot the Finance Commission, 196;, p. 1~. 

9 The Report of the Finance Commission, 1973, p. 12. 
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so long es the quantum of the share available tor the Central 

Government suffices to motivate to le'VT and collect income tax 

1n an efficient manner. The Seventh Finance Commission re

empbasises the views ot the earlier Finance Commissions by say

ing that "It would be necessary and proper to give weight to 

the strong feelings of the States on the subject by increasing 
. . . . . 

the size or the d~visible poo1.•10 _Ho~ever 1 the changes con

templated require. a long drawn ~ut_pr~~ess of constitutional 

amendment and realising this 1mpliolty, the Seventh Finance 

Commission once again increased the states share from 80 to 8~ 

per cent~ 

Therefore even at the cost of redundancy it has to be .. -
emphasised that no objective criteria apart from the practical 

considerations earlier mentioned have been formulated by the - . . . 

Seven Finance Commissions Which have reported so tar regarding 

the shares ot the Central and State Governments in the divi

sible pool or income tax revenue. Moreover, the Finance Commi

ssions emphasised the need tor continuil:_lg the interest or the 

Central Government in efficient administration ot income tax. 

This however, does not conflict with the States• demand for in

creased share in income tax revenue for reasons mentioned 

above. 

B. Inter-State Distribution of State's Sharg 

Co11pared. to the determination of all the States• share 

10 Xbe Report ot the Finance Commisaion, 1978, p. 63. 
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in the divisible pool or income tax revenue, the problem ot 

determining the shares or the individual states and the princi-
v ._ 

ptes which should guide them presents a mo?e complex problem. 

It should be noted that the net proceeds or income tax which 

are to be shared between the Central Government and State 

Governments are equal to gross_proceeds from income tax minus 

the following items (a) c~st or collection. (b) income tax pay- . 

able in respect or union emoluments (c) income tax attributable 
. . . - -. . - . -

to Union territories. Similarly revenue from surcharges on . . 

income tax and the.corporation tax which is essentially a tax 

on net income of t~e CompBl_lies, do no~ form a p~t of the n~t 

proceeds of the income tax. The States• share in the net pro~ . . . . - . . 

ceeds or income tax is first determined by the Finance Commi-. - . - - .. . . . 

ss1on, keeping in view the practical considerations Which have 
. - . . . 

been mentioned earlier. Now comes the problem of determining 

the criteria on which individual states share can be based. 

In tbis connection we shall first discuss various criteria 

which could be and have been considered by the Finance Commi

ssions so tar. The criteria are the basis of origin, the 

basis or residence• the basis or collection or taxes, the 

basis or population, the relative volume or industrial labour 

in each State, the relative wealth indices or the different 

States and the relative per capita income.11 
~t~ 

Wb1le_discussing these iBterL& as guides to allocation or 

11 The Report of the Finance Commission, 19;2, p. 73. 



States• share among different States, it must be realised that 

1 t is V8r'f' difficult to prepare a llix of the bases Which will 

ensure the fulfUment or requirements or Justice as well as 

need as between States. In this regard the Report of the 

Expert Committee on Financial provisions of the Union Constitu

tion bad clearly rejected origin as a criteria for inter-state 

distribution.. In their opinion, or~gin_ is a ·rele'!ant f~ctor 

but 1n the complex industrial and commercial structure or . - -

modern times, where a single point of control often regulates 
. - . - . . . - . . . - . . . . 

a vast net _w<?rk of .trM.sactio~s, it _is difficult_ to. concep.. . 

tualise, so unreli~bla.12 Sec?~~Y'' the crt ~z1:on ~~- _re~idence 
has also been rejected for reasons or definitional co~plexi ties, 

dispersal or share holders and simultaneous residence.1 3 Now ... . . . -

we come to the accepted criteria or collection and population 
- . . 

which seem to have clicked with all the Finance Commissions and 

have now become almost inviolable principles of inter-state 

distribution. It is true that different Finance Commissions 
. .. - . 

have given different weightage to the criterion of collection 

but none or them has discarded it. More important17 even those 

states which clamoured tor complete reliance on population as 
. . 

a criterion, have reconciled themselves to the criterion of 

collection~ llt Here 1 t is also important to note that even the 

constitution imPlicitly admits the criterion of collection when 

12 The Report of the Expert Committee·on Financial Provi
sions of the Union Const1 tution, 19lt8, p. 1~. 

13 Ibid 

14 The Report of ths Finance Commission, 19~2, p. 62. 



it provides tor exclusion or income tax collected ~Union 

territories and revenue from tax on Union emoluments from the 

divisible pool. In fact, the criterion or collection can be 

supported on the basis ot the principle of reciprocal immu

nit7,1; which bas alw&JS been accepted as one or the princi-. . 

ples of federal finance. According to this principle federal 
. . . . 

propert7 etc. should be immune from State Taxes and State 

propert7 etc. should be immune .from Central tax. Indian Con-
. . 

stitution provides that income tax revenue from Union terri~ 

tories and Union embluments shall be excluded from the divi. - .. 

sible pool. Appl7ing _th~ same ~ogic~ it beco~~s ~lear that 

income tax on State e~o~ument ~d. property etc. als<?. should not 

form a part ot the divisible pool. And it tor the sake of 
. . 

administrative convenience it becomes a part of the divisible . . 

pool then a major part of the divisible pool. should be assign

ed to the States and a significant part or the States• share 

should be assigned to the States on the principle ot collec-. . 

tion. In my opinion the views of the Government of Maharashtra 

about the criterion ot collection expressed in the Memorandum 

submitted to the Sixth Finance Commission deserve spacial 

ment1on.16 The Government ot Maharashtra strongl7 argued tor 

a large weight age tor the collection criterion tor th.e following 

15' B:, P. Adarkar.t "The Principles and Problems of Federal 
Finance , 19;33, p. '+8. 

16 Government of Maharashtra, Memorandum submitted to Sixth 
Finance Commis1ion, 19731 pp. 2-3. 
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reasons: 

1) The proceeds ot income tax are compulsorUy share

able with the States. 

2) The States• share does not form a part of C.~nsolidated 

F11nd of India. 

· 3) No state where income tax not leviable is entitled to . . . . ~ .. 

share in the States • share which by implication means the right 
- . 

is conferred on States in the proceeds or income tax as it is 
. . - . . .. 

levied and collecte~ by them. 

lt.) E~elusion .or _thl:'_ tax proceeds_ at~ri~utable to Union 

terri tortes ele~ly ~ndicate~ the princip~e o~ coD:ect~<?n~ . 

7) The procee~. from CorP.oration tax have been exclud~d 

from divisible pool and thus ma1e non-shareable for the reasons 
. . - . - -. . 

that income of corporate sector bas no local origin as such • 
. -. . . . . 

6) Excessive dependence on population as a basis for 

inter-State distribution m~ have adverse effect on national 

programme or Family Planning. It means. that the State making 

greater efforts at FamUy Planning and population control is 
. . 

punish&i rather than encouraged. Therefore collection becomes 

a more relevant principle from the foregoing discussion. We 

can conclude that the collection cri terio:a is a vali<.\ and 

relevant factor in the inter-State distribution of States• 

share of the divisible pool of income tax revenue. It is 

understandable that there ma:r be differences about the weight

age that should be given to this principle. 



The criterion of population comes a proxy for the con

sideration of need of the different states tor federal fiscal 

assistance. The Expert Committee on Financial Provisions of 

the Union Constitution felt that the need of the state should 

form a possible guide to regulate inter-State distribution of 
. . 

income tax revenue. However, need is a ver,y vague criterion 

to determine in case of wbicb so many different States, wU1 

have to be examined and compared. This will require elaborate 

enquiries w~cb woul~ not be ~e~ible in view of_ ~he size of 

the problem as well. as the lack of requisite data. So the 
. . . . . . ~. . . . . -· . . ·' -· . . ' - . -

Expert Co~ittee mentioned above assumes that population can . . . . . 

be taken as a rough measure of the needs of the states.17 In 

other words it amounts to saying that the need of a state is 

directly proportional to the size ot the population. A larger 

population reflecting a larger need consequently entitles the 

state to a larger share. 

Table 2.4 shows that the weigbtage given to the popula

tion criterion bas varied between So per cent and 90 per cent. 

Table 2.4 : Weightage to the Criterion of Population 

Finance Commission 
-----~--._..__ ____ .., ____ .... _ ... _______ .. .,_-..... ~ 
1 2 3 6 7 .. __ ._ ______ ..., _____ ___ -- - ~ -- - ~ -- - ~ -- -~ 

Weigbtage in % 80 90 80 80 90 90 90 

-- -- ._ - .. - ----------
Source : Vai·ious Finance Com!ll1ss1ons• Reports. 

17 Op.cit., P• 12. 



Tbe inference is not far to see. It can be noted that 

all the Finance Commissions fully agreed that the size of the 

population is a definite indicator of the fiscal needs of the 

states. Moreover, it cannot be denied that the criterion ~f 

population is def1n1 tely unambiguous and based on author! ta.

tive data and thus a clean objective criterion.~8 Theoretically - . . . 

speaking~ the per capita. income of the different states w1~ 

also serve as an objective measure of the need of the state. But 
. . - . ... - . - . . ~ ~ . . " .. 

the concept of per capita in-come requires the knowledge of the -. .. . . '.. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. 

size of the population. Moreover, up.to-date data regarding 

per capita income of different States is gen~rally_no_t _avail

able and when ~vailable it ~s very ten_tati_ve, non,-comparable. 

and unreliable. If it is accepted that the basic objective of 

financial devolution is the equalisation of fiscal means as per 

the needs of the States then population along with some weight

age to differences in socio-economic levels obtaining in differ

ent states, becomes a dependable measuring rod which can quantify 

the fiscal needs of the states with reasonable precision.19 

The view that the criterion of collection which, if given more 

weightage will allocate more funds to economically prosperous 

states presumed to have higher fiscal capacities, directly 

conflicts with the objective ot redistributive allocation can

not be questioned. G. Thimmaiah20 goes to the other extreme 

18 The Report of the Finance Commission, 19~2, p. 77. 
19 Government of Rajasthan, Memoranda submitted ·,to the 
Seventh Finance Commission, Vo1.7, 19781 p.21. 
20 Ge Thimma1ah 1 Studies in Federal Finance, Bangalore, 
1973, p. 76. 



and suggests that the net yield from income tax should be dis

tributed entirely on the basis of' population. It is evident 

that this approach will conflict with the needs or economic 

ef'f'ieiency. Therefore an increased weightage to collection 

along with a reduced weightage tor population will ensure both 

redistributive justice and developmental efforts which depend . . . - - . 

certainly on_f'iscal. rewards r~~~er_th~ o~ fiscal punish~ents. 

These 'Y~i~11s poin~s. d~scus~~d so f'ar higbli~ht two 

important things. First, excepting industrial states like 

Maharashtra and West Bengal which try to underplay the crite-
. . . . . . . . . •, . . . . .. 

rion or. populati_o:fl, _mo~~ _ot}l~r ~-t~tes __ }lav~· repeate_dly _and _often 

emphatically demanded greater weightage tor the need criterion 
- . . .. - - . . -

as renected by the size or population in determining inter-
- . . - - . . --. 

State distribution or states' share. Secondly, all the Seven 

Finance Commissions have more or less accepted the criterion 

of' population as measuring the need and requirements or re

distribution and therefore a principle of' inter-state distribu-
. . . . . . . 

tion. However-. th~ir ac~eptance to a limited extent or the 

criterion or collection shows their awareness or the considera

tion or the fiscal efficiency of' the states. 

Other criteria like the relative volume of' labour in each 

state,_the relative wealth indices, the areas or different 

states, have been discussed by the Finance Commissions as 

relevant factors but were not considered important because the 

criterion of' population in a w~ covers them all tor practical 

purposes. With increasing availability of up-to-date and 
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reliable data regarding these criteria, it may be possible to 

devise a composite criterion on which inter-state distribution 

can be based. 

c. Views or the Finance Commission 

In this section, it is proposed to stress the evolution 

ot the acceptance ot the criterion ot collection and population 

tor inter-state distribution ot the income tax revehue allocat

ed to the states. First we discuss the criterion or collec-

tion. 
. 

C.l Criterion or Collection 

Table 2.S shows the weightage given to the criterion 

collection by different Finance Commissions so far. 

Table 2.2 : Weightage given to Collection Criterion 

- - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ - .. ~ ~ - - - ~ - - - * -
Finance Commission 

-..-. ............ --.......................................... __.. .............. .. 
1 2 3 4 ; 6 7 

Weightage in % 20 10 20 20 10 10 10 

The first thing clear from this table is the fact that 

the collection criterion has been accepted by all the.Seven 

Finance Commissions. Secondly, it is evident that the collec

tion er1terion has been given a relatively very small im

portance in inter-state distribution or states' share or the 



income tax revenue. A scrutiny or the memoranda submitted by 

the different state governments to the Finance Commissions so 

rar helps us to classify the states into two groups. First, 

the industrial states like Maharashtra, West Bengal, Gujarat 

and second, less industrialised and undeveloped states like 

Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Assam, Rajasthan etc. The states belong 

to first group have consistently argued for increasing weight

age given to criterion or collection. The states belonging to 

the latter group have successfully opposed to increase in the 
- •• • # • 

weightage given to the collection criterion. In fact Prof. . . . 

A. K. Chanda argued that, "In doing so (i.e. recommending 20 
. ' . - - . -

per cent only) the Commission lacked the courage or its in

tention. An analysis had clearly shown that it would have been 

correct to allocate 40 per cent or the yield as attributable 
. . 

to incomes or local incidence. The only justiricationperhaps 

was that such a distribution would have been lopsided and 

would have given by itself, two or three states more than their 

requirements or finance including partly that needed .. to meet 

their liability towards the execution of the respective compo-

nents or the Third Plan •••••••• • The consideration or 

equity bas dominated the scheme of overall distribution or 
federal assistance. It has been generally assumed that the 

aim or the assistance should be to equalise the standard or 

administration and provision or social services in the states. 

As an abstract principle, this postulate is unexceptional but 
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it should not be foregotten that whether rich or poor, all the 

states have _a constitutional right to a share or income tax. 

A principle or distribution (i.e. collection) which is sound 

itselt, shoUld not be discarded and adjusted just because it 

would give unequal benefits to the states.21 

From the reference quoted at length above, it is clear 

that collection as a criterion of inter-state distribution 
. . . 

has the_~asic validit,y of spec~fic _principl~s and requires 

some increase in its weightage. The views or the Government 
-- ·- . .. 

or Maharashtra elab.orated in Section B earlier can be taken . . . . . ... 

as representative of industrial states. ..A.l.l strengthen the 

ease ror the increase weight age for the collection criterion 

in a convincing manner. 

Notwithstanding all these arguments, the Finance Commi

ssions ~ave lacked the courage of' tbeir intention. and .they bave 

stuck to th~ position or the marginal weightage to the collec-
. . .. 

tion criterion. Naturally it becomes necessary to critically 

summarise the views of' the different Finance Commissions on 

which they supported the limited weightage and rejected the 

pleas or the industrial states. to increase the weightage to be 

given the collection criterion. 

The First Finance Commission rejected higher percentage 

21 A. K. Chanda, Federalism in India .. Study of' Union 
State Relations, 196~! p. 2~2. The reference is to the 
recommendations or Th rd Finance Commission, 1961. 



to the collection criterion mainly on the ground that, the basis 

or collection either unadjusted or adjusted with reference to 

residence to tax p~ers Will not secure by itself an equitable 

distribution among various states.22 Income tax from a person 

who resides in Bombay but has property and income in say-, Bihar, 

cannot be attributable to Maharasbtra. The Second Finance 

Commission went a step ahead and totally opposed the pri~ciple 

of collection as a criterion of inter-state distribution. The 
Commission was of the view that_ income tax is paid by an in

finitesimal portion. of the popul at~on • and the bulk or t~e tax 

arises out of the business incomes. The princtple or collec-
. - . . . . ' 

tion in the context of economic integration or the country and 
. . , . . . . 

the disappearance of barr1:ers to inter-state trade~ Can. no 

longer be considered an equitable basis of distribution. There

fore the Commission contended that it should be completely 

abandoned in favour or popul.ation as the basis or distr1bu

t1on.23 The collection criterion received a more sympathetic 

consideration from the Third Finance Commission which is evi

dent from the increased weightage of 20 per cent assigned to 

it. This inc ease in weightage given to the collection cri

terion was Justified by the Tbi_rd Finance Commission on the 

consideration of incentive to the industrial and urban states 

to maintain the environments which promote industrial and trade 

22 The Report or the Finance Commission, 1972, p. 7,. 
23 The Report of the Finance Commission, 19,7, p. 40. 
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activities, as also a compensation for the increased expenditure 

bT the states on administration consequent upon problems or lav 

and order resulting from industrial concentration.24 The Fourth 

Finance Commission in a way though that the problem or criteria 

for distribution need no further analysis and controversy.2; 

At the same time it apposed any increase in the weight for the 

collection criterion for the reasons ~at a sense or certainty 
. . . . . . 

and stability as regards the principles to be adopted in ~e . . 

distrib~tio~ or income tax should preva11.26 The gist of the 
. . . . 

thinking o_r the Fif~h F_inance Co~miss~ol)is almost s~m11:-ar ~o 

that o.t_ _t_he Second Finance Commission,. and therefore, instead 

of 1ncreasing_we1ghtage given to ~he coll~ction criterion, it 

reduced it once again back to 10 per cent. The reasons for 

this adduced by this Finance Commi~sion are tac~ors like diffi

culty in locating the ultimate origin of income, interdepen

.dence of the economic activities in different states, the grow

ing impact or development undertaken through national plans 

and diversion of the point or collection and actual residence . . . . 

or the assessee. 27 Dr. D. M. Nanjundappa also seems inclined 

to agree with this view.28 Xhe Sixth Finance Commission also 

24 The Report of the Finance Commission, 1961, P• 18. 

2; The Report or the Finance Commission, 196;, p. ·19. 

26 Ibid. 

21 The Report of the Finance Commission, 19;9, p. 28. 

28 D. M. Nanjundappa, Inter Governtuental Financial Rela-
tions in India, 1974, p. 47. 
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examined the controver~ regarding the collection criterion and 

caJDe to the conclu.sion that it is both inadequate and unsatis

factory because it does not consider the 'incomes originating 

outside the states and provides larger transfer to industrial 

states which ri.'i>Dfiicts with the aim or redistribution. 29 · The 

weightage of 10 per cent given_to the collection criterion by 

the Fifth Finance Commission was reiterated b.1 the Sixth 
. . .. 

Fin8Jl~e Commi~s~on_ and lat~~r by the ~eve1:1th ll'inat'lc~ Co1Dm1-

ssion.3~ -~ror •.. Jtajkris~l'la, ~n b~s _note ot Dissent, s~ate_s that 

any weight given to the collection criterion is regressive be-- ·- . ~ . ": . . . . . . . .. . . . - . . .. - . ~ . . . . . . 

.eauAe a larger collection is inva!l~bly as~?Ciated wit~ a higher 

level ot the State Domestic Product. The collections are - . . . 

mainly a function of the gross income generated in the factory 
- - . . . 

sector. The more is the factory income of a state, the more 

is the extra weight it would get in the income tax award. This 
. . 

mechanism will be more favourable to the more industrialised 

states and therefore the progressivity or transfers due to 

other criteria is reduced by the regressivity or the weight 

attached to collect1on.31 

The clear conclusion from the comparative examination of 

29 The Report ot the Finance Commission, 1973, p. 12. 

30 Ibid.; P• 12 and the Report or the Finance Commission, 
1978, p. 63. 

31 Rajkrishna, Note or Dissent entitled entitled "A more 
Equitable DistriDution or Resources",· The Report of the 
Finance Commission, 1978, pp. 113-11~. 



the view or all the Finance Commissions is that none ot the 

Finance Commissions bas considered the collection parameter or 

major importance.32 The reasons tor underplaying the collec:· 

tion parameter that emerge from this review belong mainl7 to 

two groups. The first group consists or practical difficulties 

regarding the di!ergence betwee.n_the_point or actual and real 

origin or income. The second group or considerations shows 
. . . 

anti-redistributive potential ·or collection criterion in the - - . . . .. -. -~ . -- .. -

allocation ot national resources. 

c.2 Population as. a criterion of 
lnter-state Dis~rlbutlon 

Population has been accepted b,y all the Finance Commi-
. - . . 

ssions as tbe major criterion of inter-state distribution or 
. .. - - -. 

states' share or the income tax revenue. It is also nota

worthy that not a ~~ngle. state during the last 30 7e~s has 

either totally rejected or wanted a drastic reductions in the . . . 

weightage given to population. l-Ie have already stated that the 

population is taken as a proxy to the fiscal needs or the 

states. It is indeed undeniable that given other things a 

larger . population will require a state government to spend 

more to provide its citizens with public services at a certain 
. . 

level. By extension or this analysis and on the bas:ts ot the 

bistorical tact that a larger population is generally an im

portant characteristic of a more underdeveloped area; it is 

32 s. Venu, The Finance Commission ot India, I.F.M.R., 
~adras, 1978, p. 5'1. 



evident that the more underdeveloped states will have greater 

fiscal needs because, on the one hand, their ability to raise 

revenue is limited and, on the other, their requirement to 

spend on public services will be larger. Therefore, population 

becomes a ver,y important~ relevant and ~~id consideration in 

the context ot federal revenue transfers. We propose here to 
. . . 

critically review the v~ious arguments_puttorw&rd_in_support 

or ov~rwhelm~ng weightage given to the populat~on criterion in 

the inter-state distribution of states• share of income tax 

revenue. 

Table 2.4 shows the weightage given by different Finance 
. . . . 

Commissions to the population criterion. The First Finance 

Commission gave 80 per cent weight to the population criterion. 
~ . . . 

It means that 80 per eent or the States• share of the income 

tax revenue was to be distributed directly in proportion to the 

respective states• population •. In the opinion or the First 

Finance Commission fiscal needs or the states are indicated 

broadly by the size or the population. Moreover, in their 

opinion, the population parameter ensures to a certain extent 

the fulfilment of redistributive justice in the context or 

allocation or national resources among the different states. 

The First Finance Commission felt that to secure inter-state 

distribution satistying the requirements of distributive 

equity and at the same time conforming to the relative fiscal 

responsibilities of the different states, population is a more 



efficient guide for policy formulation. 33 . Similarly in 1 ts 

opinion the population criterion is definite unambiguous and 

authoritative. The Second Finance Commission increased the 

weightage given to the population criterion t~om 80 per eent 

to 90 per cent mainly due to toll~ng reasons •. Firstlyt it 

round that excepting the then ~~mbay State and West Bengal, 

all other states demanded a higher weigbtage to the population 
. . . 

~rit~rion. Secondly i~ beli~ved that the ~pulation adeeuqately 

subserved the consideration or fiscal needs which are a direct 

function of the siz~ of the population on the one hand and the 
.. -~-·-··-·~ ~ ... ~· ... -• 

prevailing econom:lc conditions on the other.. The Second 
.. -···· ' . 

·Finance Commission is so much in favour or population criterion 
. . . ~ . . . . . 

that it was even prepared to completely abandon the criterion 
. . . . - . .. . . . .. . 

ot colleetion.3~ However, it did not do this in view or the - . . . 

following considerations : some or the incomes have specific 

loca origin; th~re was going to be some reduction in the share

able pool consequent upon redistribution or income tax and 
. . h~~ 

industrial states were staunchly against any recu4at1~n in the 

weigbtage or collection. The Third Finance Commission was in 

general agreement with the preceding Finance Commission's views 

regarding the population criterion.3) However it reduced 

33 The Report of the Finance Commission, 19,2, p. 7). 

3~ The Report or the Finance Commission, 19,7, Pa 40. 

3' The Report or tbe Finance Commission, 1961, p. 70. 



weightao~ given to the population criterion from 90 per cent to 

80 per cent in order to compensate the states• tor the loss or 

revenue they had to sutter because or exclusion of company 

taxes from divisible pool of income tax revenue in the wake ot 

constitutional amendment making all revenue from taxes on com

pany profits a part of corporation tax which is excluded rrom 

sharing by the Constitution. It is interesting to note here 
- ' ~ . 

that the chairnan of the Third Finance Commission Mr. A. K .. 
. . . . . ' ·-

Chanda had. reconsidered the issue and was more inclined to re-
- . . ~ . .. . -. . . 

duce the weightage ~ven to population cr1ter1on.36 The Fourth 

Finance Comrl.ssion instead of' going into the merits of' the 
- . 

population and collection criteria emphasises the need tor - . . 

cert~y ~d atability in_th~. principles or inter~state dis~ 
tribution of income tax revenue and therefore it retained the 

formula recommended by the First and the Third Fin~ce Commi

ssions i.e. 80 per cent on the basis or population. According~ 

to the Fifth Finance Commission,. the main purpose of federal 

devolution is to augment tbe resources of' the States in an 

equitable manner and enable them to meet their growing needs.37 

Naturally it accepted the consideration of' equity without 

questioning its validity and thought it necessary to increase the 

weigbtage for population criterion. Moreover, in order to 

secure a more balanced correspondence between needs and resources 

36 A. x. Chanda, op.cit., :p. 42. 

37 The Report of the Finance Com~ission, 1969, p. 28. 



ot the states having different socio:-economic circumstances 

and to avoid market dis pari ties between more or less developed 

states resulting rro111 a higher weightaga ro.r the collection 

criterion, the Fifth Finance Commission wanted that the weight

age for population cri ter1on should be increased. 38. The 

weightage given to population criterion by the Sixth and the 

Seventh Finance Commissions is the same as that of the Fitth 

Finance Commission. These two commissions were in genera1 
. . . . . . 

agreement with the analysis given by' the Fifth Finance Commi-
. . - - ~ . . ~· . . . . 

ssion in support ot.the higher weigbtage to population crite-

rion. 

38 Ibid. 



CHAPTER III 

SHARING OF DUTIES OF EXCISE AND 
ADDITIONAL DUTIES OF EXCISE 

In the preceding chapter we have examined the centre-
- . . . ~ 

state and inter-state distribution of revenue from income tax 
. ·- . 

which is one of the important direct taxes in the Indian tax 
~ - - . . 

Duties of excise along with additional duties of . - . . -

excise constitute the other important central revenues coming . . . 

from the indirect taxes. ;n this chapter we eri~ic~y re

view the evolution of the criteria according to which the 

centre-state and inter-state distribution of revenue from 

central excise duties _is done. Similarly a critical e~amina

tion of sharing of revenue from additional duties of excise 

is also attempted. This review is divided into three parts. 

The first part briefly presents the constitutional provisions 

regarding the federal sharing of revenue from excise duties. 

The part two discusses the evolution of principles which 

governed actual sharing so far, as well as the changing pattern 

of the quantum of the revenue share. The third part deals with 

genesis of the additional excise duties and examines the 

changing principles which govern tbe federal sharing of the 

revenue from them. 



Part I - Constitutional Provisions 
Regarding Excise Duties 

Excise duties belong to that group or taxes which are to 

be levied and collected by the Centrel Government but the revenue 

from which may be distributed between tbe Union and the states. 

Article 272 of the Indian Constitution reads thus -
.- - . 

"Union duties or excise other than such duties ot excise 

on medicinal and toilet preparations as are mentioned in the 
. . . . ~ ~ -

Union list shall be levied and collected by the Government or 
- - .. - ... - . -

India, but if Parliament by law so_provides, there shall be 

paid out of the Consolidated Fund or India to the states to 

which the law imposing the duty extends sums equivalent to the 
- . . . 

whole or any part of the net proceeds or that duty, and those 

sums shall be distributed among these states in accordance with 
. . 

such principles of distribution as may be formulated by such 

la-w" •1 

It we read carefully the wording of Article 272 of the 

Constitution follo~ng important aspects become evidents. 

1) The entire revenue from excise duties form a part or 

Consolidated Fund of India. 

2) The excise duties can be levied and collected only by 

the Central Government. 

3) The revenue tram excise duty need not necessarily be 

shared with the states and the discretion lies with the 

1 The Constitution or India (As modified upto the 15'th 
January 1980), p. 166. 



Parliament to make a law making this revenue shareable with the 

states. 

lt-) The Parliament mq decide to transfer even the entire 

net proceeds ot excise duties to the states. 

5) .rust as in the case ot income tax, only those states 

where the law imposing the exci~e duti~s is applicable, w111 

have a right to share in the excise revenue provided it is made 
- ' .. 
shareable. 

Part 3( a) of Article 280 of the Oonsti tution says that 

the principles reg~ding the distribution of revenu~ of excise 

duties shall be laid down by the Finance Commission. 

Although the federal sharing of revenue from excise duties 

is permissive its contribution to the shared revenue went on 
-- -

becoming more and more significant. Earlier, the sharing or 

income tax was the only important and effective balancing 
. . 

factor (i.e. a factor in the form or inter-governmental trans-
. -

fer of resources, which can reduce both vertical as well as 

horizontal fiscal imbalance in a federal structure) in the 

context of reallocation of national resources between the 

Centre and the States. It might be true that the framers of 

the Constitution though{that the sharing or income tax revenue 

only -.1111 not be adequate in the changing circumstances of the 

states resulting from increasing functional and developmental 

responsibilities assigned to the states. As such they incor

porated an additional discretionary measures of reallocation 
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of revenue in the constitution itself. The choice of excise 

duties in this regard is justified on the grounds of its 

national coverage and high revenue productivity. 

Eventhough the constitutional provision virtually em

power the Parliament to appropriate all the revenue from t~e 

excise duties, _the Presi~ent took a wise decision in asking 

the rirst Finance Commission to make recommendations regarding . . 

the federal sharing of excise revenues. The wisdom ot this 

decision has been accepted so f~ by succeeding Parliaments. 

The quantum an~ revenue significance ~r. this sharing of 

excise revenue will be evident from Table 3.1. From this table . . . 

it is clearly seen that the tota1 revenue of excise duties in-
. - - -

creased by about 3~76* per cent during the period of 19~~-~6 
. - . 

to 1978-79. Similarly during the sam~ period the central _share 

in the excise revenue increased by 3077* per cent and the 

states share in excise revenue increased by 7445'• per cent. In 

other words, the growth ot the States' share in excise revenue 

is much greater than in the case of the Central Government. 

This shows that the sharing of excise duty has become more and 

more important for the states. Similarly the revenue from in

come tax which was transferred to the states was Rs. 5'3 crores 
. . 

in 19,1-,2, it increased to Rs. 706 crores in 1978-79 •. This is 

a growth by 1332 per cent. We therefore can say that the shar

ing of excise revenue has become more important for the states 

• These figures are arrived at by calculating the percen-
tage growth of 1978-79 figure related to the figure for 
195,-$6. 



Table 3.1 ; Quantum of Revenue Significance of Excise Duties for the Ct.-ntre and State 
Governments 

· · (Rs. in crores) · 
~-- ~ ~-------- ~ ~------ ··-- ~ ~- ~- ~ ~--------- ~.- ~-Year Total. Total. Central Share States• Share Total Revenue Revenue 

tax revenue. --------------- --------------- tax sign1- signi. revenue or ex- A.bso- Per- Abso. Per. revenue ticance ficance 
(centre) cis~ lute cen- lute cen- (States} tor for 

amount tage a~ount .tage states• centre* ---- ....... -- .... - - .. - -... - .. -------....... --- .. -- ... -.... -------
19;.1.-~2 

19;;.;6 

1960-61 

3;7.0 

4-ll.47 

730.1lt-

67.;4-

14;.2; 

416.35' 

-

196;-66 1784.62 897.20 75'1.28 

1969-70 2201.40 1;24.31 1202.80 

1973-74 3899.80 2602.10 1971.40 

1977-78 7060.30 4-221.50 3193.5'0 

1978-79 85'68.30 5'367.20 4127.70 

-
88.60 

81.96 

83.74 

. 78.90 

7'5.76 

75'.64 

-
16.5'7 

75'.10 

145'.92 

321.;1 

630.70 

1028.00 

- 281.10 

35'6.10 

18~o4 624.80 12.01 

16,26 1117.80 13.05' 

21.10 1980.90 16.23 

24.24 3467.80 18.18 

24.36 6155.10 16.70 

23.10 6923.10 17.90 

-
31.27 

46.73 

42.0'9 

5l+.63 

;o.;; 
45'.23 

48.11 

- ~ • - -. ... - - .. • .-. ..., .,. .. • .. • .. .. • • • .. • .. -• .. . .. ... - .. _. .., _..,.. . •· ·• ., - ... - • ,. ., • ec 

• Revenue significance of excise duties (or any other tax) is the percentage ratio or· 
revenue or excise duties (or any other tax) to the total gross collection or the tax 
revenue of the particular (Centre/State) Government under consideration. 

Source : RBI Bulletin, cTune 1971, cTuly 1979 and August 1980. 



than even the sharing of income tax revenue. Consider the 

revenue significance i.e. the percentage ratio of revenue from 

excise duties,(or from any other tax) to the total gross 

collection of tax revenue of the particular government under 

consideration. In the case of excise duty the revenue signi

ficance for the Central Government was 31.27 per cent in 197;-;6 . . 

which became 42.09 per cent in 1960-61 and rose to 48.17 per 
. . . 

cent in 1978-79. The revenue significance of excise duty for 

State Governments was 4.67 per cent in the year 19;;-76 which 

was became 16.23 pe~ cent in 1969-70.and rose to 17.90 per cent 

in 1978-79. These figures show clearly that both for the 
~ . . . . 

Central as well as the_ S~ate_Governments, revenue significance 

ot excise duties bas grown over the years and is now quite high. 

Naturally we are incline~ to agree w1 th the view of A. K. 

Chanda that tJ"ust as excise become the dominant element in the 

revenues or the Centre; so bas it now become tae major element 

in the devolution of resources to the States.•2 

In view of the facts that sharing of excise revenue has 

become more important than the sharing of income tax and it 

bas equally significant revenue importance both for the Central 

and State Governments. Critical ·examination of distribution 

between Centre and States, and further inter-state di.stribu

tion of excise revenue, assumes great importance. Part two 

discusses all these issues involved. 

2 A. K. Chanda, ll'ederalism in India - A Study of Union 
State Relations, 196;, p. 2;. 



Part II - Centre-State Distribution 

Institutional provision for some kind of sharing of 

revenue from excise duties were made in tbe Government of 

India Act, _1919. Previously excise duties on salt, .cotton, 

cloth and petroleum were fully appropriated by the Central 
. . ~ - . 

Government. In some or the provinces these duties were par

tially shared and in some proYinces the revenue from such 
. . -. -

duties acc~ued entirely_to_the province concerned. ·However, 

the 1919 Act wholly provincialised the excise duties on 
~ - . . . 

intoxicating spirit· and drugs. In the subsequent period the 

number of goods covered by excise duties went on increasing. 

Salt is the only exception as a mark or respect for Mahatma . . . 

Gandhiji. The Statutory Commission under the Government of 

India Act, 193) made the first attewpt to devise a scheme 

under which the Government or India would share Central. revenue 

with the provinces in an indirect manner. It was suggested 

that a provincial fund should be established from the proceeds 

from certain new excises and possibly or the salt duty. The 

amount of the fund was automatically distributed among the 

provinces on a per capita basis accepting totally the popula-. . 

tion criterion. In 1932 the Parsee Committee suggested that 

the Federal Government should be empowered to assign·to the 

provinces the whole or any part of the proceeds of federal 

excises. This proposal was also included in tbe Government or 

India Act, 193), which was also approved by tbe Expert 



Committee on financial provisions or the union constitution, 

19~1 providing explicitly that ~0 per cent of the proceeds 

from excise duties on tobacco be assigned to the states. Bow

ever, no explanation was given as to why only ~0 per cent and 

not more or less. This ambiguity regarding the determination 

of Centre-state distribution was continued even in the Indian 

Constitution with one modification i.e. the distribution was 

made permissiYe. 

In 19;2, the First Finance Commission considered this 
. . . . 

issue breaking new.~rounds ~n_the in~e~-government•s fiscal 

transfers in India. In view or the constitutional proVision 
. . . . . . 

tor permissive sharing or exci~e revenue, the nature of the tax, 

the declining importance of income tax sharing, it became 

necessary that the role of a balancing factor be played more 
. . . .. 

and more by sharing or excise revenue. This means that at 

least in absolute terms the states• share is the excise revenue 

must go on increasing. However, the relative share of the 
. . 

States has been reduced from 40 per cent revenue from these 

collmodities as per recommendations of tbe First Finance Commi

ssion to 20 per cent as per that of the Sixth Finance Comm1-. . . 

ssion. However, the latter proportion actually resulted in a 

sizeable growth_ot the absolute quantum or excise revenue 

g~ing to states. The Seventh Finance Co~m1ssion increased 

the state• s share further, as we shall presently see. 

We shall examine in the following paragraphs tha grounds 

on which changes have been made by the different Finance 

Commissions. 
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The rationale for the in ere asing number of ex cis able 

goods revenue from Which will be shareable with the states was 

given by' the First Finance Commission. It stated that the 

selected excises should be such as are levied on commodities 

which are of common and widespread consumption and which yield 

a sizeable sum of revenue for distribution. There should· also 

be reaaonable stability of yield and comparative immunity of 
. . . . 

the duties selected from the fluctuations related to changes in 
; . - -. - . . 

the cus~l!l'• tar1fr.3 It_is evident that duties on tobacco, 

matches·, vegetable _J?roducts ~ere selected because they presumably 

satisfy the above conditions. Subsequently the number of commo-
.. . . .. . . 

dities were increased from three to eight by the Second Finance 

Commission, 8 to 35' by the .. Third Finance Com~ission and after 

that the revenue from basic excises on all commodities became 

shareable. Finally revenue from all kinds· of excise duties was 

made sbareable_by the Seve~t~ F~~an~e Commiss~on except that 

from cesses covered by special acts. However, the States' over

all share[ex~;se revenue ~s~iUated between 20 per cent· and le-O 

per cent only. 

The coDYer~ent reason tor this, given by these commisslons 

seems to be that the absolute amount of the states• share went 

on increasing even on the basis of small percentage because of 

the inclusion in the divisible pool or the excise revenue from 

increasing number or commodities as also of different types or 

3 The Report ot the Finance Commission, 195'2, p. 82. 
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excises. In fact the percentage of overall share. ot the states 

in the excise revenue suggested by the various State Governments 

to the First and Second Finance Commissions varied from ')O per 

cent to 70,~ ')O per cent maximum in case or Fourth Finance 

Commission,; 30 per cent to ')O per cent in case or Fifth Finance 

Commission,6 33~33.per cent to ')O per cent in the case or Sixth 

Finance Commission, 7 and finally around 5'0 per cent or in the 
. . . . 

case ot Seventh Finance Commission.s 

The increase in the percentage or states share was expect-. ~ . . .. 

ed because or increase in the number or commodities, excise 
. - . - . . ' 

revenue from which was to be shared. It is interesting to note . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . - . . .. - .. . . .. - . 

that the reduction in the percentage share of excise revenue to 
. . ~. . . . ' . 

be assigned to the states was. justified by the Fourth Finance 

·commission in tbe following manner s "We take tba view that in - '. . . . 

determining the ov~rall shares or the s.tate~, due. regard bas to 

be given to the requirements or the states on the one band and 
. . 

th~ needs or the Union Gove~ment o~ the othe~·"9 However, the 

report or the said Commission did not specifically explain how 
. - . . ' 

the requirements or the Centre and the State Governments are to 

~ The Report or Finance Commission; l9')2,·p.82 and the 
Report o:r the.Finance Commission, 19'57, p. ~2. . . 

') The Report ot the Finance Commission, 196;, p. 26. 

6 The Report or the Finance Commission, 1969, p. 32. 

7 The Report ot the Finance Commission, 1973, p. 1~. 

8 The Report ot the Finance Commission, 1978, p. 8~. 

9 The Report or the Finance Commission, 196;, p. 26. 



be determined and whether needs of the Central Government as 

such are the 3ustification for reducing the share ot the states. 

The Sixth Finance Commission has a more explicit View regarding 

this matter 1n so far as it JOinted out that increased share of 

the states would benefit the industrial states, more than the 

backward states. In its opinion lt is necessary to strike a 

balance between the plea or the states for a substantial in
crease in the divisible pool and tbe needs of the Central Govern--- . - -. - . . 

ment while at the same time equity in the aggregate transfer of 

resources as between surplus and deficit states has to be en

sured. It further maintained that an increased di'Yisible pool 
- . - . . - . -

will give' more benefits to the surplus states than to the de

ficit states.10 However, whether undefined condition like 

needs ~d equity are germane11 to tax sharing and can forti the 

basis for reducing a particular states• share in the excise 

revenue, remains still'inadequately explained. 

On the other band, the demand ot the states, for an 

enlargement o£ the divisible pool vas based on the following 

arguments.12 

l.) Increasing incidence of the central excise duties 

adversel7 affects tbe levy and collections of tbe sales tax 

10 The Report or the Finance Commir.sion, 1973, p. '1'• 
11 The Government or Maharsshtra, 'Memoranda submitted to 
Sixth Finance Commission, 1973, p. 6. 

12 Tbe Report of the Finance Commission, 196,, pp. 2'-26; 
The Report of the Finance Commission, 1969, pp. 33-34; The 
Report or the Finance Commission, 1973, p. l' and The Report 
ot the Finance Commission, 19781 p. 62. 



which is the only elastic and also the most significant tax ot 

the states. 

2) Increasing committed expenditure or the plans forms 

a revenue account item which increases the needs ot the states, 

but for which plan assistance is not obtainable. 

3) A larger shar~ or the states 1 in the excise revenue 

will achieve the objective ~f _ e~s_uring greater efficie~cy in . 

the levy and collection of excise dut.r because only than both 
. - . . . . - . . .. - . . . . 

Central and State Governments will have common interest in the 

tax. 

4) Excise duties have high elasticity and buoyancy values 
. ~ . . . . . . - -- . -

and therefore states• larger participation in the excise revenue 

will make their revenue also more elastic. 

The arguments made by the states tor bringing all excis-. . . . . . 

able co~~odities within the divisible pool are of the following . - . . -. 

nature.13 First, the commodities subject to the excise duties 

have almost invariably a country-wide consumption. There is no 
. . . . 

Justification tor selecting only new commodities for sharing. 
. . . 

Second, inclusion of a larger number of commodities in the 

divisible pool ot the excise revenue would ensure the evenness 

in the flow of resources to the states because there will be 

internal neutralisation of fluctuations in the revenue from 

different commodities subject to excise duties. As_a_result 1 

the states revenue position will become more stable. Third, 

13 Ibid. 
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ir for any reason excise duty on a shared commodity is reduced 

or abolished and substituted in part or whole by a levy on a 

related product not included in tbe shareable list, the states 

stand to lose. Fourth, in a developing economy new lines ot 

product will emerge and tber4tfore any. ~ormula o.r sharing DIUS t 

include these lines of production also. Finally the states 
- . . .. . .. . .. 

have ~een ~guing _agai~. and again . t~at . sb~ng o~ ~nco_me .tax 

is becoming less_and ;ess sign~ficant ~ich makes_a larger 

sharing or revenue tro111 all excises for the states a practical 

necessity •. 

In the memoranda submitted to the Seventh Finance Commi. 

ssion by various State Governments, all the above arguments 
. 'llt 

were once again strongly reiterated. For the first time in view 

of its exercise regarding the measurement of increasing central 

needs as well as the needs or the state governments, the Seventh 
. . 

Finance Commission agreed to the demand ot the states for a 

larger share in tbe excise revenue irrespective of categories 

of excise duties and increased it to 4o per cent or the net 

proceeds of excise revenue or all commodities.1~ 

Inter-State Distribution 

A look at Table 3.2 shows that weightage giYen b:y seyen· 

Finance Commissions to popUlation as a criterion tor·distrib~t

ing inter-states• share ot the excise revenue allotted to tbe 

14 The Memoranda submitted by the State Governments to 
Seventh Finance Commilsion, 1978. 

1~ The Report or the Finance Commission, 1978, p. 8~. 
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Table ,3.2 : Weightage of the Population Criteria in the Inter
state Distribution ot Excise Revenue 

---- -- .. -.. -- - .. -- .. -.... .- .. -.... --- .. ~ .... --
Finance Commission 

______________________ _._. .. ____ ._,_. .... _. .. ._ .. _. ___ _ 

Weightage in % 100 90 • 80 80 

• Not specified. 

states. All the Finance Commissions used population as a 

criterion only as a proxy for consumption or excisable goods. 

They considered consumption as a more relevant criterion. The 
- ~ . . 

use or population as a proxy for C?nsumption was accepted by 

these Finance Commissions in view ot the paucity or reliable 

consumption data. It is against this background that we shall 

discuss the alternative criteria governing the inter-state 

distribution or revenue from excise duties. 

The Yirst Finance Commission assigned 100 per cent weight

age to the population criterion which means that it c~nsidered 

population as only relevant factor measuring the statewise con

sumption or excise commodities. This implies that the First 

Finance Commission accepted the naive assumption that_a larger 

population necessarily leads to a larger consumption or the 

excised commodities, and thus larger excise revenue. It was 

but natural that this method led to equal per capita transfer 

ot excise revenue to all states. The First Finance Commission 
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adopted this approach for two reasons. First, there was almost 

total lack or relevant consumption data Which can precisely 

measure the contribution of the different states to the excise 

revenue and as. such the population became the proxy to measure 

consumption. Second, it though that population criterion would 

satist.y both needs and equity consideration in resource trans

fers.16 

The Second Finance Commission introduced a slight change 

in the system. It C'lnsidered popu.tation .as a major determinant 

of shares of the st~t~s but re~uced the weightage given to. the 

population to 90 per_ cent .an.d g~Ye 10 per c~nt we.i.ghtage tC:'. 

adjustment mechanism. The adjustment was to be made in fa-your 

of the states having a more disadvantageous position in relation 

to the rest. However, t~?-e ~xact basis ot adjustment was not 

specified by the Commission. In this case also, the weigbtage 
. . . 

given to population criterion was justified on the grounds ot . . . 

non-availability of consumption data and also the consideration 

of need and equity in resource transfer. 

In recommendation of the Third Finance Commission, no 

specific weightage is given to the population criterion even

though the Commission felt that •Population should continue to 

be the major factor of distribut1on."17 However, it considered 

factors like relative financial weakness of the states, 

16 The Report ot the Finance Commission, 19,2, p. 82. 

17 The Report of the Finance Commission, 19611 p. 22. 
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disparities in the levels or development reached, the percen

tage of scheduled castes and scheduled tribes and backward 

classes in their population as relevant factors in inter. 

state distribution or excise revenue.18 It is inexplicable 

why the Third Finance Commission did not specify exact weight

ages gi!en to the above factors as also to the population. 

Inste~, ~ t gav~. only a sched~le of di~tribution. purportedly . 

based on these considerations. The Fourth Finance Commission 

gave 80 per cent weightage to the population criterion, and 
. . 

the remaining 20 per cent of the states share of excise revenue 

wes to be distributed among the States on the basis of back

wardness or the states as reflected by.19 

i) per ~apita gross val:ue of agricu1tu:r~ productiona 

1i) per capita value added by manufacture; 

iii) percentage of enrolment in classes I to V to the 

population in age group 6 to 11; 

iv) population per hospital bed; 

v) percentage or workers (as defined by census) to 

the total population; 

vi) percentage or rural population to the total 

population; and 

vii) percentage or population of scheduled castes and 

scheduled tribes to the population. 

The consideration or so many variables by the Finance 

18 Ibid. 

19 The Report of the Finance Commission, 196~, pp.28-29. 
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Commission to ascertain the needs of the states as well as to 

satisfy the dictates of equity shows that population is neither 

a precise indication of eonsumptionhor a good measure of finan

cial weakness, which in turn is not necessarily a measure of 

socio-econo~io backwardness. However, it bas to be noted that 

the Fourth Finance Commission did not specify the weights given . . . . . 

to these different indicators of socio-economic backwardness. 

The Fifth Finance Commission was broadly in agreement 
- . 

with the Fourth Finance Commission's approach? it did not change 

the weigbtages given. to. the population and economic backwardness 

criteria namely 80 per cent 20 per cent respectively. However, 

the indicators of socio-economic backwardness selected by the 
~ . - - - . - . .' -· 

Fifth Finance Commission are slightly different, namely 

i) Scheduled tr~bes population; ' 

i1) Number o~ factory w?rkers per lak~ of population; 

iii) Net irrigated area per cultivator; 

1v) Length of railw~s and surfaced roads per 100 sq.kms. 

v) Short fall in number or school going children as 

compare~ to those of school going age; 

vi) Number of hospital beds per 1000 population. 

These factors were to contribute what the Finance Commi

ssions described as the integrated index of backwardness and 

the weight given to this was 6.66 percent and the remaining 

13.33 per cent we1ghtage was given to tbe criterion of per 

capita income. In other words, 13.33 per cent of the states 



share was to be distributed to all the states in 'proportion to 

the shortfall of the states per capt ta income from all states• 

average per capita income multiplied by the population of the 

state. 20 Here again tbe exact method by which the integrated 

index was constructed was kept undisclosed by the Finance 

Commissions. 

The Sixth Finance Commission reduced the veightage ot 

popula~~on slightly from 80 per c~nt to 7; per cent and the 

we1ghtage for socio-economic backwardness was increased to 2; 

per cent. It is interesting to record here that the Finance 

Commission boldly rejected a long list or 23 indicators ot 
. . . 

backwardness suggested by different states on the ground that 
. . - . ,. 

. . 

most of the indicators refer either to characteristic that are 

themselves tbe causes of low per capita income or to character-
. . 

istic that ar~ direct_of_indirect consequences of low per 

capita income. Moreover, the assignment or weightage among 

the different indicators is an intractable issue. Therefore 

the Finance Commissions took per capita income as the sole 

criterion in assessing the relative economic position of the 

states.21 The exact manner of distributing this 2' per cent 

share as given by the Sixth Finance Commission is more equit

able because larger the distance of a particular states' per 

capita income from that of the highest per capita income state, 

20 The Report of the Finance Commission, 1969, p. 36. 

21 The Report ot the Finance Commission, 1973, pp. 16-17. 
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greater and greater will be the share available to the state. 

More simply, poorer states will get more and relatively better

ott states w1U get less with the state with maximum per capita 

product getting no share in this portion. The share of the 

states will be given by distance of the state•s per capita 

income from that or the state with the highest per capita in· 

come multiplied by the population of the state concerned accord

ing to 1971 Census. 

The Seventh Finance Commission made an important con

tribution to the method of inter-state distribution ot states• 
- . . 

share or _the ex~i-~e. x:eve~ue_ •. :Along wit~ th~ population, it 

considered per cap~ta income_ as a relevant criterion for inter

state distribution. More importantly tor the first time the 

Seventh Finance Commission related to the inter-state distribu

tion to the problem ot pove~ty. Moreover, to satisfy the 

condition ot the revenue requirements ot the states in an . . 

obJective manner, it suggested the. principle ot revenue equa

lisation. In other words Seventh Finance Commission suggested 

that the states• share in the excise revenue should be dis

tributed among the states on the basis ot equal weightage to 

four cri~ria i.e. population, inverse of per capita State 

Domestic Product, the percentage ot poor in each sta~e and 

revenue equalisation.22 In consequence the recommendation ot 

the Seventh Finance Commission significantly reduced the im

portance of population as a criterion for inter-state 

22 The Report of the Finance Commission, 1978, p. 86. 

,X·.19 lOk 712.- 2.-N 7 
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distribution. The reason for this is to minimise the re

gressivitT inherent in the population criterion and to make 

the inter-state distribution more progressive i.e. more favour

able to the economicallT backward states. The criterion or in-. . 

verse of the per capita State Domestic Product was brought in. 

The value of inverse or per capita State Domestic Product will 

be greater for the backward states than the respective value 
. . . 

for the more developed states. Naturally, inter-state distri

bution, directly in proportion to the inverse of the per capita 

State Domestic Prod\lct, will transfer a larger share to the 

backward states. The criterion or povert7 ratio might be con

sidered as en attempt to relate resource transfer to the states• 

relative poverty, the contention being that the needs of a 

state having larger povert7 ratio will be greater than the needs 

of a state having smaller poverty ratio. This is a.cceptable 

because the ability or a state having a larger poverty ratio 

to raise revenues is necessarily limited both by w~ or direct 

and indirect taxes,· whereas in a federal set-up welfare ex

penditure responsibilities of the state will be greater pre

cisely for the same reason. Finally revenue equalisation aims 

at transferring more share to those states whose revenue rais

ing capacities are evidently smaller than the more developed 

states. This is done by calculating the average of own tax 

and non-tax revenue for 197,·76 and 1976-77 period. Regressing 

these on the average per capita income tor the period or 

1973-76, ve get the estimate of per capita revenue potential or 
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each state. The distance or the per capita revenue potential 

of a state from that or the state having lowest per capita 

revenue potential is measured. This distance is multiplied 

by the estimated population ot the state ,as on lst March 1976. 

Similar products will be calculated tor all states. The per

centage of such product tor a particular state to the sum or 

such products or all states give the percentage share or that 

state in the 2~ pe~ cent or the component or the divisible pool 
- • ~ • t • ~ -- • 

ot excise revenue.23 The Finance Commission felt that the 
- - •• 4 • • • - • 

adoption o:f' this co!'P?si_t criteria would sa~_is:f'y th.e ~equi_re

ments or equity, ne~d, attributabilitY. and at the _same time 

encourage greater tax efforts in so tar as state lacking in 
. . . . -

tax efforts will not be rewarded ,nor a state will be penalised 

tor mobilisation of resources in excess o:f' its estimated re

source potent~~21t-
This survey o:f' the c~~eria for inter state distribution 

o:f' the excise revenue highlights the emphasis placed by all 

the Finance Commissions on the population criterion. It is 

true that the Seventh Finance Commission drastically reduced 

the weightage g1Yen to population from 7; per cent to 2~ per 
. . 

cent. Howe"Yer it can be argued that the population itselt 

e"Yen with reduced weightage cannot represent precisely the 

consumption or excise commodities in a particular state. It 

is also to be noted that population-in itself cannot be 

23 The Report of the Finance Commission, 1978, pp. 86-87. 

2'lt- Ibid. 
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accepted as a pro%7 or collection. The collection will depend 

only on consumption which in turn depend mainly on levels of 

income. However, in the absence of consumption data population 

bas been accepted as a proxy tor collection because given the 

level of income, larger population mean larger collection. 

· Moreover, the acceptance by all Finance Commissions of the 

population criterion derives from the lack of accurate com-
. . . . - . . . . . 

parable data or consumption ot excise goods in different states 

rather than trom the scientific validity. This does not mean. 

that the ava:UabU~ty _ ot the .~~~cise dat~ ~ll.. ~e. the. justi

fication for making. constJI!lptio~; the only ~riterion for the· 

inter-state distribution of excise revenue. We know that the 
- - . ' 

sharing or revenue from excises is permissive unlike income . . . 

tax. The argument for the collection criterion becomes logically 

as well as legally unassailable in the case or income tax be. 

cause or constitutional provisions which confers on states a 

right to share in the income tax revenue which do not form a 

part or the Consolidated Fund of India. On the other hand and 

perhaps consequently the constitution makers made the sharing 

or excise revenue permissive and the entire proceeds of the 

excise revenue a part or the eonsolidated Fund of India. This 

enables the Parliament through the agency or the Finance Commi

ssion to adopt consideration which are more relevant from 

equity and need point or view. It is indeed a credit to the 

members or the Third Finance Commission (to a lesser extent, 

also to the members or the Second Finance Commission) that they 
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started thinking about different indicators or socio-economic 

backwardness as criteria tor inter-state distribution. The 

Fourth Finance Commission also adopted the same wq ot thinking .· 

as that preceding Finance Commission. The Fifth and the Sixth 

Finance Commission refined this approach which has subsequently 

been perfected by the Seventh Finance Commission. It is felt 

that instead or continuing with as per cent weightage or popula-
. ' . ~ . . . . " ' 

C..~ ·hv,~Ul'l 

tion, the same should be give~_ to ~he consumption oPeat~ea_. _ 

end requisite data should be collected 1n an earnest manner. 

The lack of this data cannot now be allowed as an excuse to rely 
. ~ ~ . . - - . . . . . 

on inappropriate and inadequate cr1 terion like population. With 
. . . . . -- . . .. .. . 

this modification, the .composite c~terion suggested by the 

Seventh Finance Co111mission will become ideal because it satis

fies condition of needs, redistributive Justice and fiscal 

efficiency. 

Part III - Additional Duties or Excise 

This part examines the problems connected with resource 
~ . 

transfers due additional duties of exeises.ln M~ 19;7, 

Government ot India introduced additional duti~s or excise 

replacing sales tax (or the states) on mill made textiles, 

sugar, tobacco (including manufactured tobacco). For this 

change the consent ot the State Governments was obtained in the 

form or an unanimous agreement in the National Development 

Council in December 19~6. The net proceeds ot such additional 

duties ot excises were to be distributed among the states 

subject to the condition that the then income devised by eaoh 



state from these particular sales taxes in 19;6 will be assur

ed to them. Subsequently, the Parliament passed Additional 

Duties or Excise (goods ot special importance) .Act 19;7. 'l'be 

manner in which the amount will be determined and excess it 

any distributed among the states, formed an add1 tional. ter11 or 

reference ot the Second Finance Commission. The additional 

duties ot excises are in the sense a tax rental agreement be~ 

cause in this case a taxing power constitutionally given to the 
. . . . . 

states is taken over by the Central Government with the consent 
. . . . . 

of the states in.th~ int~rest of eco~omic efficieney and ad

ministrative convenience. It implies the principle of fu.11 

compensation to the party which vacates the field of taxation, 
. . . . . ' 

in this case, the State Governments in Indian Federation. Tbe 

rationale of the additional duties of the excises emanates from 

following points which have been cited by the subsequent Finance 

Commission•~] 
1) Unlike sal.es tax which can be single point, two 

point and multiple point in nature, additional duties of excise 

will be collected from only the first point i.e. final stage or 

production. As a result the chances of evasion are reduced and 

revenue productivit.y is enhanced. 

2) Sales tax being a state s11bject, will be regulated in 

each state by different legislation with different administra

tive structure. 'l'his creates inconvenience tor trade industry 

2S The Report of the Finance Commission 196S, pp. 31-32 
and the report or the Finance Commission, !969, pp. 38-39. 
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and consumer particularly when the conoe rned commodities as sum-
I 

ed special· importance because or their national production and 

fonsumption base. Additional duties or excises remove all 

these complications. 

3) The provision or guaranteed compensation or a certain 

quantum ensures that the state will not be put to an apparent 

loss. 

· It) Unlike sales tax additional duties of excises lead to 

uniform1 ty in the inter~state inei~ence of the tax. This 

facilitates a more .e~rective control or incidence or_ commodity 

taxation particularly when the commodities have a national wide . . . . 

mass consumption. Nat11rall;r additional duties on excise becorqe 

useful instrument or national fiscal policy. 
. . 

Following are some of the important issues which emerge 

from the introduction or additional duties of excise. Firstly, 

the guaranteed amount or the concept of present income. The 

19;7 Act provides that the states w111 be compensated for the 

sales tax revenue tbe;r lose hecause of additional duties or 

excise. The compensation was to be equal to the present income 

derived from the data on the sales tax ot the states on the 

commodities concerned for the budget 19;6.;7. This compensa

tion, known as guaranteed s.mount, should also be determined 

with reference to the subsequent increases in the sales tax 

rates, coverage etc.~6 because most of the state governments 

26 The Report ot the Finance Commission, 1961, p. 26. 
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bad in tact made some increases in the rate and/or coverage ot 

the sales taxation. These increases would have become appli

cable to the commodities subject to additional duties or excise 

which would have definitely increased the revenue for the 

states in the subsequent period in the absence ot this tax 

rental agreement. Regarding this question Second to Fifth 

.Finance Commissions interpreted the meaning or the concept ot 

present income as that which have accrued to the states at . . -. - . 

the 195'6-77, r~tes of_ sales_ tax. The claims or the states re

garding subsequent ~nereases in_ the rates, better _collection 

and future increa.,es in the rate of sales tax were rejected on 
. . . ~ . . . - .. 

the ground that it would mere discriminating against the states . . . - ·-

which did not increase the tax rates. Secondly it bas to be 

noted that the states have vacated a part ot the field or sales 
. . . . . . -

taxation and as a result there could be no inter-state sales 

taxes in the case or these commodities.27 Upto the Fifth 

Finance Com~ission the guaran~eed amount was first calculated 

according to the method adopted by the Second Finance Commission 

and the excess was distributed among the states on the basis ot 

certain other considerations. However, the Sixth Finance Commi

ssion and later also the Seventh Finance Commission thought this 

unnecessary in view of the enormous increase ot the proceeds 

from the addition~ excise duties Which even if distributed 

totally on the basis of other considerations would definitely 

27 The Report or the Finance Commission 195'7, p. 60; The 
Report ot the Finance Commission, 1961, p.2o, The Report ot 
the Finance Commission, 196], · pp, 32•33 and 1'he Report of the 
Finance Commis a ion, :1:96.9, · ·pp •. · !+2-'+ 3. 



ensure more than the guaranteed amount to each or the states. 
! 

The actual proceeds during 1974-79 would be Rs. 1037 crores 

while the guaranteed amount was only Rs.l62 crores. It is 

interesting to note that only GuJarath, Maharashtra and Uttar 

Pradesh wanted the practice or setting a part guaranteed 

amount first and distr~buting the balance_atterwards continued. 

Other states either kept mum on this or agreed w1 th the Sixth 
. . . . . ·~ . 

Finance Commission's approach because any way they would be . . . 

getting more than. the guaranteed a11o~t. In short, . the Sixth 

and Seventh Finance. Commission di~_carde~ the t>~act~~e of cal

culating guaranteed amount first and decided to distribute the 

entire net proceeds of additional duties or excise on the basis 

ot criteria selected. 

As to whether the additional duties or excise should be 

advalore~ or specitic, the Finance Commissions have conceded 

the demand or the states that they should be advalorem. Simi-- . 

larly all Finance Commissions which studied the problem telt - -

that on the whole arrangement has worked smoothly and not at 

all to the detriment of the states.28 The trading and indu

strial sector has sometimes represented to the Finance Commi• 

ssion that tJ:te coverage or the ~rangement should be increased 

by increasing the number or commodities subject to the addi· 

tional duties or excise. They justified this demand on the 

grounds or administrative simplicity and commercial convenience. 

However, the state governments strongly opposed the widening 

28 The Report of the Finance Commission, 1969, p. 42. 
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the coverage or this arrangement because sales tax constitutes 

the only elastic and productive source tor the states. In 

order to provide larger share or revenue t"rom additional excise 

taxation, it was decided by the National. Development Council 

in 1970 to increase the incidence ot additional excises to the 

level ot 10.8 per cent of the value ot clearance. 

Inter-State Distribution 

Now we come to the principles of inter-state distribution 
~ - . . . ' 

or excess over guaranteed amount or as at present the entire 
. . . - ~ . . . .. . . . . -. 

net proceeds or the" additional duties ot excise. The National 
. .. . . . 

Development Council bad agreed to the principle ot consumption 
. . ·- -· . - . ·-. .. 

which was almost accepted by the Secon~ Finance ~ommission. ~9 

The Second Finance Commission made marginal use or population 

as a corrective factor to minimise the distortion resulting . . . 

from inadequate consumption data ot different states. The 

Third Finance Commission recommended that the excess amount ot . . 

the additional duties o~.excise should be distributed partly 

on the basis of the percentage increase in the sales tax 
. . . 

collection since 19?6~?7 and partly popul.ation.3° However, it 

did not specify the weigbtages of these criteria. The Fourth 

Finance Commission suggested a more direct principle that 

excess amount be distributed on the basis ot the ratio ot 

states sales tax collection to the total sales tax collection 

29 The Report of the Finance Commission, 19?71 p. 60. 

30 The Report of the Finance Commission, 1961, p. 27. 
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1D all the states.3l The Fifth Finance::comm1ss1on suggested· 

that the distribution or excess amount be on the basis or ~0 

per cent or sales tax collection and S'O ·per cent on the popul&

tion size. 32 The Sixth and Seventh Finance Commissions as not

ed earlier discarded the concept ot the guaranteed amount and 

suggested a uniform set of criteria for the inter-state dis-
. . . . 

tribution or the entire proceeds of additional duties or excise. 

According to the Sixth Finance Commission mere sales tax 

collection cannot reflect the consumption of commodities sub

ject to additional duties or excise. It argued that consump

tion is directly related to the levels or income and that the 

latest data on the state domestic product could be taken as a 

broad indication of the likely consumption of these commo-. . 
dities in the states.33 However, i~ &lso accepted the claim 

or the states that they should be compensated tor the loss or 

revenue which they could have obtained by woq or inter-state 

sales tax in the absence of additional duties of excise. ·In 

this regard, the Finance Commission accepted the production 

or excised commodities as the proper indicator because revenue 

from inter-state sales tax is directly related to the export 

of excised commodities from a state. It can be presumed that 

with increasing production exports also tend to increase. In 

the absence or data regarding exports the production ot such 

31 The Report of the Finance Commission, 196~, p. 34-. 

32 The Report ot the Finance Commission, 1969, p. 4lt. 

33 The Report of the Finance Commission, 19?3, p. 20. 
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commodities in a particular state can be taken as a proxy- tor 

exports and thus tor possible revenue from the inter-state 

sales tax. The Finance Commission suggested the following 

formula for the inter-state distribution or the entire net 

proceeds or additional duties of excise. 

1) 70 per cent on the basis of population; 

i1) 20 per cent on the basis or State Domestic 
. - . . - . 

Product at cur~nt prices; 

iii) 10 per cent on the basis of the production of 

commodities. 

At the time or Se!enth Finance Commiss;on~ the s~ates like 

Maharash tra and Guj_arat9 3~ _. o~jected to the cance_llation _of. the 

provision for guaranteed amount by the Sixth Finance Commission. 
. . . .. . - . . ' .. 

The Government of Maharashtra and Gujarat maintained that this 

·was against the spirit or the agreement reached in the National 

Development Council 195'7. Moreover, they once again emphasised 

tax rental nature of the additional duties of excise as a 

result of which the states have a full claim to the revenue 

being collected in their areas. Therefore the Government of 

Gujarat suggested that the practice of guaranteed amount should 

be revived and these amounts should be taken as indicators of 

sales tax collection in the different states and maintain that 

the excess amount ot the revenue from additional duties of 

34- The Government or Mabarashtra, Memoranda submitted to 
the Sixth Finance Commission 1977, p~ 15' and the Government 
or GuJarat, Memoranda submitted to the Sixth Finance · 
Commission, 1977, pp. 4-5'-46. 
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excise should be distributed among the states in proportion to 

the guaranteed amount only. The Se~e~th Finance Commission 

accepted the view that the principle of compensation is appro~ 

priate in regard to inter-state distribution of the revenue. 

It therefore adopted the following approach. The sales tax 

is ultimately paid by consumers. Naturally larger the con~ 

sumption of the taxed commodities larger will be tbe revenue .. . 

from the tax. So it would be appropriate to distribute the-. 

revenue from additional duties or excise on the basis of 

statew1se consumption data. In view of the pauc1 t:y or reliable 
. . . . . . . . . - .. . . 

consumption data earlier Finance Commissions had suggested . . ~ . . 

population, sales tax revenue~. St&:te_ ~omestic ~roduct and .. 

production of commodities as criteria. The Seventh Finance 

Commission tried to find out indirect indicators of consump. . . 

tion of tobacco, textile and sugar. In the case of sugar, it 

relied on the figures of dispatches of sugar from Central 

Government to State Governments ~ indicators of eonsumpt1on3~ 
or sugar in a particular state. Qn the strength or the advice 

given. by the Food and Agricultural Department, Government of 

India, finally it suggested that the revenue of additional 

duties or excise on sugar should be distributed among the 

states on the average or dispatches tor three year period 

ending 1976-77.36 Regarding tobacco and textiles, the Commi~ 
ssion could not get even the reliable indirect indicators, so 

3; The Report or the Finance Commission, 1978, p. ~8~ 

36 The Report or the Finance Commission, 1978, p. 62. 
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it argued that consumption of these commodities will be directly 

related to the state domestic product and recommended that the 

revenue from the additional excise duties on tobacco and textiles 

should be distributed among the states in direct proportion to 

the product or the average per capita state domestic product 

for the period 1973-76 and population according to 1971 Census. . -

In the process the Seventh Finance Commission rejected states' 

(Kerala, Haryana, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu) view that collec-
. . 

tion of total sales tax revenue in the states should be taken 

as an indication of also the collection of additional excise 

duties on tobacco and textiles and inter-state distribution 

related to it. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In a country having a federal political structure, inter

governmental fiscal relations assume strategic significance. 

A smooth working or fiscal federalism is,_if not a sufficient 

condition, at ~east one of the necessary conditions ~r the 

stability and continuitT of' the federal organisation. In this . . .. 

study an attempt has been made to examine critic ally a majo~ 
. . - . . -

aspect of' Indian Federal rtinances i.e. tax sharing mainly with - . . . . . . . - . . . 

reference to the system that generally evolved from 19~2 on-

wards. 

A review of' the fiscal provisions in the Indian constitu

tion shows that legislative powers and financial resources are . . 

divided between the Union and the State Governments in a very 

elaborate and explicit manner. The areas of. frictions are 

minimised and a great scope f'or financial cooperation is 

provided. The political harmony between the Federal and Union 

Governments has received careful attention. 

Chapter I shows how both vertical and horizontal fiscal 

imbalances have grown in Indian set up despite the elaborate 

and careful division or functions and fiscal powers. It is 

clearly seen that the Central Government is placed in ·a 

strong fiscal position as against the state which have to race 

unfavourable fiscal imbalance. It is seen that the Central 

80 
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Government bas had consistently an average of 69.~ per cent 

surplus revenue in relation to its expenditure responsibility, 

whereas the States• fiscal adversity (excess of expenditure 

over revenue) bas been on an average of the tune of 39.~2 per 

cent. This vertical imbalance can also be measured by the 

ratio of central transfers to states• total expenditure. This 
. ' 

ratio 1n the First Plan period was 4-1.3 per cent which increas-. . ~ . . . . 

ed to 4-7.; per cent during the Fourth Plan period. This . . . . . 

tendency bas continued in the subsequent period also. The 

existence of horizontal fiscal imbalance in Indian Federation .. . - . . . . . . 

is the result of regional economic disparities. Different 

states have different fiscal potentials because of differences . . •, . ' 

in economic endowments. These lead to differences in the rate 
.. . 

of economic growth and naturally some states lag behind others . . . . . -
particularly in provision of public services. In such a 

situation redis·tributive transfers of resources from the Centre 

to States become necessary to ensure balanced regional deve

lopment because the stability of the federal structure depends 

on this. 

In Indian federal structure, federal resource transfers 

are done through three channels. (1) On the recommendations 

of the Finance Commissions appointed under Article 2~0 of the 

Constitution. These relate to mainly to obligatory and per

missive sharing of taxes under Articles 269, 270 and 272 and 

grants under Article 27;; (2) by the Planning Commission mainly 

in the form ot grants under Article 282 and Central loans; 
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( 3) b7 discretion817 transfers made b7 various Central Mini-. 

stries 1n the form ot grants and loans to the states mainl7 for 

specific purposes. 

The Finance Commission is entrusted with the :responsi

bilit7 or making recommendations regarding the principles ot 

Centre-State distribution and inter-state distribution. Our 

study clearl7 shows that resource transfers in_tbe form of tax 

sharing constit~te the major task or the Finance Commission. 

During 19~1-~6 of the total transfer made by the Finance 
. . 

Commissions 72 per cent were in the form of transferred tax 
·- . . 

revenue and in the 1974-79 period this increased to ~ per cent. 

J?he Sharing or Income !ax 

According to the provision ·or the Constitution under 

Article 2701 net revenue from the tax on income (excluding 

agricultural income, corporation income, union emoluments) has 

to be shared with the State Governments. The Finance Commi

ssion recommends the principles according to which the shares 

of tht:~ Central Government and the State Governments are deter

mined as also the principles on which inter-state distribution 

is to be made. Our review bas shown that in tbe pre-indepen

dence period Centre-State sharing of this tax was considered 

mainly as an instrument for correcting vertical imbalance. 
-

From 19~2 onwards, it started being considered as a correc. 

tive factor not only for vertical fiscal imbalance, but also 

tor horizontal fiscal imbalance. All Finance Commissions 
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thought ot two criteria namely population and collection in 

inter-state distribution or states• share. The population is 

getting overwhelming weightage. This review also shows that · 

consecutive Finance Commissions increased all over share of the 

states rrom ~' per cent to 8~ per cent of the income tax 

revenue. This increase in the states• share seems to be 

justified on the following grounds : (1) The redefinition ot 
. . . 

income, which excluded tax ~n_corporation incomes from sharing~ 

(2) The continuous use of surcharges made by the Central 

Government and kept non-.shareable. ( 3) Exclusion or tax on .. . " . .. . 

Union emoluments from ~h~ing. The more interesting point is 
. . . . ' . 

the exclusion or the corporation_ tax from sharing. It we look 

at the growth or revenue from income tax and corporation tax 
. . - . . - ' . . 

overtime, it. })ecomes clear _ _t~a~ the corporati()n t&lt is_ assu~ing 

a greater revenue significance. In 1960.61 revenue from income 

tax was Ra. Jia crores which rose to Rs. ~ cro~s in 1980.:81 

While the revenue from ~~ax was only Rs~ lll crores 
. -

1960-611 but increased to Rs. 1'1' crores in 1980-81. More. . . 

over, the revenue significance or income tax tor both Central 
. . . 

and State Governments bas generally decreased because or the 

increasing importance or indirect taxation at both levels. It 

is tor this reason that demands tor making revenue from corpo~a

tion tax shareable will go on becoming more and more emphatic. 

!nt~r-State Distribution of States• 
§hare of Incoltle Tax Revenue 

The problem ot determining the inter-state distribution 
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or states' share or income tax revenue has consistently attract. 

ed the attention both or tbe state governments and J'inance 

Commissions. Generally it can be said that the Finance Commi

ssions have given importance to the criterion population vary

ing between 80 per cent and 90 per cent and made changes in the 

crt teria or collection from 20 per cent to 10 per cent. In 

fact the weigbtage given to population has remained between 80 

per cent and 90 per cent mainly on the consideration or need 

element. Most or the Finance Commissions thought that the need 

or the states as re~~ected by_population constit~tes a mere re

levant factor than collection. The collection was given limit

ed consideration on the grounds that collection relates the 

presumed origin or income wbich in itself is not traceable 

regionally 1n view or the complex inter relation or economic 

factors which are spread in a continuous manner over all the . . . 

regions or the country. Secondly, in a federal structure, 

where the Central Government is entrusted with the responsibi

lity or redistributive of tajustice, population becomes a more 

direct indicator or the need element in view or the differences 

in economic endowments among states. A perusal or view points 

of State Governments as reflected in their memoranda submitted 

to the different Finance Commissions reveals two different 

approaches; (a) more industrialised and richer states want a 

greater weigbtage to the collection criterion and (b) less 

industrialised and poorer states want greater emphasis on 

population criterion. It is indeed very difficult to resolve 
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this conflict because the consideration of economic efficiena,r 

justify greater emphasis on collection and consideration or 
redistributive justice demands greater emphasis on population 

criterion. In a developing economy Whera economic efficiency 

should be guiding principle, some increase in weightage given 

to collection criterion m~_~e~m to be ~n the right direction; 

lest, the allocation of_re~ources_mar g~ against the dictates 

of the needs of economic development. 

Discussion regarding the appropriateness of the criterion 
~ . . . .. 

for inter-state dis~ributi~n of the states• share compel ~~ 

to make ~om~ concluding remarks!_ ~irstly,_it is _clear that the 

population criterion has been accepted by all Finance Commi-
. . . 

ssions on the ground of equit,y considerations of enabling states 
- . . ~ 

with different capacities to have more revenue adequately so 
. . . 

that they correspond ~~th their needs. In spite of the tact 

that an eminent authoritY' like Mr. A. K. Chanda emphasised 

the objective soundness of collection criterion to be more 
. . 

1m~rtant, _it has been given a marginal weightage only, the 

major reason of this being the regressiYity of resource transfers 
. . . 

that will result from its adoption.1 According to D. M. 

NanJundappa, population is a very simple indicator of the need 

of the states. If the intere$tate distribution of the states• 

share is made on the basis of population criterion 1 t will 
a... 

siJPply be t'ntamount to equal per capita grant. As a result 

1 A. K. Chenda, op. cit. 
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per capita resources transferred ac~ording to this principle 

will become regressi~e.2 This is clear from the tact that per 

capita transferred based on population cri ter1on w1ll be equal 

for the citizens or both more de~eloped and less developed 

states. Moreover, one bas to take into consideration the 

problem or the area or the state as well as the density of' 

population of' the state which f!t~eet_ s1~if'i~an~ly ~er u~it 

cost of' providing tbe same standard ot publia goods. · It, 

therefore, is dou~~f'ul whether population criterion is_ really 

a nonwregressive criterion of' inter-state distribution. This 
. .. . . 

apprehension is substantially strengthened by the recent reel-
·- ' . - . - . . . . ~ 

ings. among leading experts like s. Tenu, R. Chellia that the 

resource transfers effected by the F~nance Commissions so tar 

have in fact tended to be regressi~e.3 It is therefore necessary 

to persuade the next Finance Commission to discontinue the 

practice or inter-state distribut~on of income tax revenue on 

the basis of' collection and population criteria only. Indeed 

it is now high time that states• share of' revenue or income 

tax 1~ distributed among states on the basis of relative needs 

which can be measured precisely only on the basis of a com

posite index consisting of' several indicators of' the stage of 

economic development, the actual performance (tax efforts and 

expenditure economy and ef'ticieney), population, area and social 

2 D. M. Nanj~dappa, c:>P•Cit., p. ,0. 
3 s. Venu, op.cit., p~ 62 and R. Chellia, Trends and Issues 
in Indian Federal Finance, NIPFR, 1981. 
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measures or backwardness as also the special problem and 

features of the states. Fortunately-, beginning or this think

ing on these lines have been made with the work or tbe Third 

Finance Commission and impro•ed b7 the subsequent Finance 

Commissions but only- in regard to the inter-state distribution 

ot excise duty-. 

Sharing ot Revenue from Excise Duties 

In Chapter III, a ~ritiaal examination or the sharing. or 

excise duties and additional d~ties of excise bas been made. 
- . 

. Article 272 _or the ."con~t~tution provides tor ~he ~rmissiv~ 

sharing of union duties of exaise with the states. The revenue 

from these duties forms a part of Consolidated Fund of India 
.. . . 

first and then by' a law or Parliament provides for this share 
. . . . .. ' . . . . 

according to the recommendations_or Finance Commissions' oven 

the whole of the revenue fro~ excise duties m~ be transferred 

to the states. 

Although the sharing of excise duties is permissive its 

contribution to the shared revenue went on becoming more and . . 

more significant. Well from the beginning, the Central 

Government made sharing of' excise re"Venue a part or· the terms 

of reference of' the Finance Commissions. In fact the sharing 

ot excise revenue bas become more important for the states 

than sharing of income tax revenue. The revenue significance 

or excise duties for the Central Government was 31.37 per 

cent in 19;3.;6 and 48.71 per cent in 1978·79. Similarly the 
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revenue significance or the excise duties tor the State Govern

ments was only ~.6~ per cent in 19~~-~6 which rose to 17.90 

per cent in 1978-79. Therefore, it is evident that excise 

duties have become a major element of the devolution of the 

resources to the states. 

It is also interesting to note that over the last 30 

years, the scope or this sharing bas increased because of the 

increased number ot shareable excise duties as also the in

clusion of spaciaL auxiliary and other types or excise duties 

in the shareable po.ol. However, the states' O"'eral.l share ot 

excise revenue oscillated between 20 per cent to 4o per cent 

only. In fact the states• 9hare was gradually decreased from 

~0 per cent to 20 per cent till the Sixth Finance Commission. 

The Seventh Finance Commission increased this share of the 

states to ~0 per cent of the net proceeds. The reasons for 

the ple~ for increese in share adduced by the State Govern

ments to the Finance Commissions mainly related to 1 (1) ad

verse effects or increasing incidence of central excise on the 

levy and collection or sales taxes. (2) increasing committed 

expenditure or the states for which plan assistance was not 

obtainable. ( 3) high elasticity and buoyancy 'falues of excise 

duties so that larger share for the states will make the states• 

revenue also more elastic. (~) the over all consideration 

determining the Centre-States distribution related mainly to 

predominant revenue signiticance or excise duties, the needs 
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of the State Governments on account of rapid growth of committ-

ed expend! ture. 

Inter-State Distribution 

All ~e Finance Commissions considered ~pulation as one 

of the major criteria for inter-sta~e distribution of the 

states• share in the excise revenue. The weightage given to 

this population factor was 100 per cent 1n case or First 

Finance CoiJimission which was margin~ly decreased to 7~ per 

cent by th~ Sixth F~nance Commi~sion~ The Seve~tb Finance 

Commission, however, reduced the weightage of population to . . . 

only 2S per cent. In this regard initially, population was 

considered to be the only relevant factor measuring s tatewise 

consumption of excised commodities. This was done because 

statewise consumption data of excised commodities are not 

available. In other words, the predominant weigbtage given 

to population by First Six Finance Commissions is·. based on 

assumption that consumption is proper indicator or the states• 

share and population is a proxy to consumption. Beginning 

with the Second Finance Commission other criteria came into 

tor the inter-state distribution of excise revenue. The 

Second Finance Commission gave 10 per cent weightage·to 

adjustment mechanism to be in favour of the weaker states. 

The Third Finance Commission considered factors like relative 

financial weakness of the states, disparities in the le·fal of 
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development and percentage of scheduled castes, scheduled 

tribes and backward classes in the states population. It did 

not, however, specify the exact weigntage for any or these 

criteria including population. 'This approach or the .Tbird 

Finance Commission however became a routine consideration tor 

subsequent Fourth and Fifth Finance Commissions, which dis

cussed a host or indicators or socio-economic backwardness .. . 

of different states accepting the principle that more the 

socio-economic backwardness or the states greater will be the 
. . . . . 

share in a portion or the divisible pool. The Sixth Finance 
. . ~ .. -

Commission discarded the practice of considering these indi-
- .. - -. . . .. -

cators and took the per capita income as a sole criterion in 
. . -

assuring ·the economic position or the states. It recommended 
. . - . 

that after allocating 7' per cent of the states' share on the 
. - -- . -

population criterion, the remaining 2' per cent should be 

allocated on the test or socio-economic backwardness. The 

Seventh Finance Commission broke new grounds in inter-state 
. . . . 

distribution or excise revenue. The criteria of distribution . . . 

recomraended by the Commission, comprising or population, in

verse per capita Domestic Product, poverty percenta.ge and 

revenue eqalisation with 2' per cent weigbtage given to above 

factors. It is felt that by adopting the above criteria, it 

would be possible to reduce the chances of the formula becoming 

either unduly favourable to certain states or working harshly 

against some others. However, it is not appropriate to rely 

continuously on population as a proxy tor consumption and as 
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such this compost te crt terta should be modified slightly by 

replacing population by consumption witb2S per cent we1ghtage. 

For this purpose, collection or consumption data commod1t,rwise 

and statevtse on a permanent footing is evidently a precondi. 

tion. 

Additional Duties of Excise 

Additional duties or excise were not visualised in the 

constitution. They were_ introduced mainly in the interest of 

economic efficiency and administrative convenience by replac-
.. . - . . . . . 

ing sales tu; _of the s~ates __ ~n -~ext1les, _sug~ and tobacco, 

which are commodities or mass consumption throughout the 
- . 

country. The introduction or these duties was possible be

cause the Central Government agreed to the principle of full 
. . -

compensation to the State Governments which vacated a part or 

these sales tax area. '!'he net proceeds or add! tional duties or 
excise used to be distributed (Upto Fifth Finance Commission) 

between the stat~s _in_ two wqs. First, every state gets the 

guaranteed amount calculated on the basis of 5'6-5'7 revenue 

from sales taxes on these commodities in respective states. 

The inter-state distribution or the excess over the guaranteed 

amount also led to a gradual evolution or changing sets of 

criteria. These different criteria include consumption, 

population as a corrective tactor, percentage increase in the 

sales tax collection, ratio of the states• sales tax collec

tion to' the total states• sales tax collection upto the Fifth 
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Finance Commission. The Sixth and Seventh Finance Commissions, 

however, scrapped the practice of guaranteed amount and start

ed distributing the whole of the additional duties of excise 

on the basis of population, per capita income, and production 

of commodities or this tax •. In taet both Sixth and Seventh 

Finance Commissions considered consumption as the most appro

priate indicator of the states' share in the add1 tional duties 

of excise. 

In view of the tax rental nature of the arrangement, 
- . -

regarding the ~di~~o~al duties of excis~,_made possibl~ tbro~gb 

the mechanism of National D.evelop~en~ Co~cil•s _deliberattons, 

the adoption of the principle of compensation by the Finance 

Commissions seems to be satisfactory. The opposition of the 
- -

State Governments to extending the.scope of this arrangement 

to other commodities is also justifiable on the grounds ot 

fiscal autonomy comprising independence of both expenditure 
. . . 

decision and ~evenue collection. The arguments of uniformity 

of tax system, administrative efficiency and convenience to 

the trading and industrial sector are alright but in a federal 

organisation the State Governments must have some sources of 

revenue significant for productivity and elasticit.r on the 

basis ot which the State Governments can get required budgetary 
. . . 

flexibility. To preserve sanctity of the National Development 

Council agreement regarding the guaranteed amount we feel that 

the review of the practice or calculating and setting aside 

the guaranteed amount should be a step in the right direction. 
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Apart from these considerations, the agreement evolved by the 

Finance Commissions regarding additional duties ot excise and 

their inter-state distribution have characteristics which make 

them acceptable. 
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